This valuable Book was translated from Russian

UNIVERSAL TRUTH
that has finally arrived in this horrible world
despite satanic-christian persecutions and
uncensored by rabbis and mullahs
or
A LIGHT FOR THE GENTILES
and
SALVATION FOR THE JEWS
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An ancient mystery unraveled
This is how an EVERLASTING MAN named
YEHOWAH prophesied my coming 700 years before HE
came to this world in human body:
“I shall raise up one in the North1), who is to
come2) from the East3) and he will proclaim to all
nations MY NAME and Universal Truth4) but he will
do it the way5) that no one will hear6) him preaching a
sermon nor breaking a bruised reed in the street.
Therefore, I made him Salvation7) for the Jews and a
Light for the gentiles.” Is. 41-25; 42-1...6; 46-118).

Peace be with you!
Explanation of the Prophecy:
1
In a prison cell on Solovet Island.
2
To the North.
3
From Ural, Barancha or Yekaterinburg city.
4
Or theological and philosophical truths common to all
people.
5
Surprisingly.
6
It means that I’m to send a book entitled “Universal Truth or
Light for the gentiles and Salvation for the Jews” worldwide,
which has been sent by YEHOWAH, instead of preaching in
the street.
7
Or a tie, connection or center but salvation is more relevant.
8
The excerpt was translated from the Hebrew Bible and not
from the Christian one.
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A word of caution
Despite being small this Book is so valuable to all mortal
people that even a mountain of diamonds is nothing in
comparison with it; since it proclaims a life-giving Truth
to this mortal world, and if a mortal person puts it into his
heart he will be able to achieve physical immortality for
never-ending eternity.
In other words, this book reports quite unexpected
news that has come as a surprise not only to the whole
world but also to Angels and to Satan himself. So,
whether you are a mortal human, king, pope or a
Rothschild you must read this book very carefully and
reverently without smoking and drinking alcohol,
otherwise you would do better to abandon the book! I
warn you out of my love for people! Amen.
MANGOD’S Prophecy
“For darkness shall cover the whole Earth and thick
darkness all1) peoples, and YEHOWAH2) will arise on
you, Jerusalem, and HIS Glory shall be seen on you.
Nations shall come to your Light, and their kings to the
brightness of your rising.” Is.60-2,3; B.H.16-103).

1

Pay special attention to the italicized words.
This Hebrew Name h`Yy stands for the EVERLASTING
MAN and HEAD or KING of the Immortals.
3
B.H. stands for Book from Heaven or the Apocalypse.
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A cry in this mortal world
Brothers of different religions, nations and tribes, listen to
the following unbelievable news: darkness has already
covered the whole Earth and thick darkness all nations!
So, the worldwide hour of testing has already come or
woe to all who dwell on the earth and the sea1) resulting
from traps set by the Tempter throughout the world under
the guise of true religions and atonement leading to the
lake of fire2). For this reason the EVERLASTING MAN
or the LIVING GOD of the Holy Prophets named in
Hebrew “YEHOWAH” and in Greek “JESUS 3)”, who
hasn’t created death and who doesn’t want people to die,
decided to save from all satanic traps (religions) those
who want to have faith according to knowledge4) and who
arrived at the following axiom5): “All numerous hostile
and argumentative religions and especially 666
Christianities and Talmudic Judaism are not the works of
GOD of Peace, Love and Unanimity or GOD of
Immortality but the ones of YEHOWAH’S old enemy
named Satan or God of this mortal world, hatred, hostility,
bloodshed, enslavement and sectarianism6).”
As this horrible darkness resulting from various
philosophical and theological misconceptions about God,
1

B.H. 12-12; 3-10; 2-23; 16-10.
B.H. 21-8; 22-15; 19-2.
3
Ex. 6-1,3; 15-3; B.H. 22-6,16; 1-17, 18.
4
Rom. 10-2.
5
The obvious truth.
6
2Cor. 4-4; Luke 4-6,7; B.H. 13.
2
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nature and humans make it impossible for such people to
find the Universal Truth YEHOWAH made up HIS Mind
to reveal the desired truth, help them out of all deadly
satanic traps and guide them through achieving physical
immortality like HE, HEBREW1) GOD named JESUS or
YEHOWAH, HIMSELF did.
So, if you are thirsty for this life-giving Truth then get
to this Source faster2) and with extreme reverence to fill
your heart with immortality for nothing. At that same time
you should not tell people, who are not thirsty for this
truth, especially priests, pastors, rabbis, mullahs and
various holy monks that you are reading it; in short, keep
the Creator of death or the old Exterminator of humankind
with death from learning about this Invitation to become
immortal3). That is, follow advice in Admonition at the
end of the second book.
Epigraph
Listen, every educated person: “All of YEHOWAH’S
Wisdom comes from HIS Mouth4), and when inquisitive
people put it into their pure souls they become HIS
Friends and Messengers5).” That is why YEHOWAH
1

HE is a HEBREW.
You would better hurry up because all doors will be locked
soon. Matt. 25-10…12; Luke 19-25; Rom. 11-25; B.H. 6-11.
3
B.H. 7-9, 13…15; 21-6; 22-17.
4
Sir. 1-1; Prov. 2-6; Jacob. 1-17.
5
Prophets.
2
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loves those who study wisdom more than others1). All
YEHOWAH’S Messengers prove irrefutably that a
religion is superstition if it is not according to knowledge.
Rom.10-2.
Therefore, superstition (especially the one having
seven heads and ten horns and the Talmudic one) always
hated, persecuted and killed YEHOWAH’S Messengers
and YEHOWAH2) HIMSELF for this Divine Truth. It is
true! Amen3). “He who overcomes (superstition), I will
give to him to sit down with ME on MY Throne, as I also
overcame and sat down with MY FATHER on HIS
Throne,” YEHOWAH says in HIS B.H. 3-21.
I
Questions from wise and devout people, who
wish to have faith according to knowledge Rom.10-2.
1. As everyone knows and according to contemporary
astronomers and mathematicians a journey from the
Earth to the second sun will take more than 7000 years at
a velocity of a cannon shell, and a journey to the
1

Wis. 7-14, 27, 28. Those who study YEHOWAH’S Wisdom
and comprehend the infinity of the Universe and innumerable
suns, planets and comets scattered and revolving at a distance
of billion kilometers can be regarded as half enlightened.
Those half enlightened people, who knew the Immortals,
could be regarded as quite enlightened.
2
Zech. 12-9…14; B.H. 1-18.
3
Jer. 7-25, 26; Ezek. 2-3…6; Matt. 23-34; B.H. 13; 14-13; 1824; 9-7,11; 1-9.
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thousandth sun will take more than a billion years. Could
God1), who had given astronomers HIS Divine wisdom2),
order kings to torture them to death through the
inhumane or Christian inquisition and even burn them
alive3) for losing faith in the absurd clerical dogma after
realizing the Divine Truth? According to the dogma used
by the clergy for cheating ignorant people4) the Moon and
all innumerable suns, planets and comets in endless space
were created in one day5).
2. What kind of first day or evening and morning was it if
all suns, planets and comets were created on the fourth
day?
3. Gen.1-1 says, “In the beginning God created the
Heavens and the Earth,” so where did the MAN whose
BODY is similar to jasper and sardonyx, HIS BODILY
SON6) named YEHOWAH and the Servants: 7 Spirits, 4
Animals, 24 Musicians7) and the immortal King
1

What God? This is my question.
See the Epigraph.
3
The Orthodox Christian Church is known to have burnt alive
Copernicus Nicolaus, an astronomer; Strigolniks from the
cities of Novgorod and Pskov; Voznitzyn, a captain-lieutenant;
a Jew named Leybov and a tatar named Taygilin in Saint
Petersburg in 1738.
4
Isn’t it used for cheating earthly kings? B.H. 17-2; 18-3?
M.Q.
5
Gen. 1-14…19.
6
B.H. 4-3; 3-20, 21; 22-6, 16; Gen. 18-1…8; Dan. 7-13, 14;
Acts 7-55.
7
B.H. 1-4, 5; 4-4; 5-8.
2
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Melchizedek1), who does not have beginning of days nor
end of life, sit on their thrones before creating the Heavens
and the Earth or when there was no space, ground and air?
4. If God created the Heavens and the Earth in the
beginning it suggests that HE had nothing to create during
the rest of the days but below it says that God created the
Earth on the third day, and not in the beginning; in
addition, it was incomplete. Then, is there any need to
burn those astronomers or philosophers alive: Voltaire,
Spinoza, Renan and Darwin, who found this nonsense in
the clerical holy writ2)?
5. Can one believe that God ordered earthly kings to burn
alive all those wise botanists (Pliny, Cuvier, Lomonosov
and Schleiden), who learnt about God, nature and humans
following God’s command3), and found the truth
inconsistent with the clerical scriptures (Gen. 1-11, 12)
that no plant can grow without sunlight and warmth,
which agrees with Gen. 2-5,6?
6. Is it fair to curse and brand those wise Frenchmen:
Voltaire, Spinoza and Renan as heretics in the 19th
century, the age of enlightenment, who wanted to have
faith and devotion to the latter according to knowledge
(Rom.10-2), but being unable to understand what time
was meant in Gen. 2-4…6 said with disappointment in
the end, “Even the devil will be unable to understand what
1

Heb. 7-3; Ps. 109-4.
In my opinion in Jezebel's holy writ.
3
See the Epigraph.
2
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the clergy is yelling about?”
7. Can one believe that God blessed only sea creatures and
birds ignoring animals of the Earth1) according to the
clerical bible? Can one assume that God ordered the
Christian inquisition to torture all those, who believed in
divine blessing on all living creatures made by God?
8. The second verse says that the Earth created (in the
beginning, according to the first verse) was empty both
outside and inside2). So, the Earth looked like a soap
bubble, didn’t it? But water cannot rest on a soap bubble
while it says, “God’s Spirit3) was hovering4) over the
waters.” Is it possible to understand this nonsense in order
to have faith according to knowledge? Rom.10-2.
9. What kept water from freezing without the Sun?
10. Is it fair or is it acceptable according to the Christian
traditions to brand those educated chemists as heretics,
who prove conclusively that “one cannot make something
out of nothing?”
11. What did God make water out of? Or He didn’t make
water because it existed in the Universe (according to
Gen. 2-6; 2Pet. 3-5) from the beginning of eternity5)? This
point is vague or absurd as well.
1

Especially veal which GOD had for dinner at Abraham’s and
Pesach mutton.
2
The word  תהוmeans external emptiness or wüste, and בהו
means internal emptiness or leer.
3
What is this? This is my question.
4
In Hebrew.
5
See a synodic book entitled “Pictures of the Universe.”
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12. Are Christian inquisitions going to torture those wise
people in the enlightened 19th century, who traveled the
world to learn about God, nature and humans, and who
learnt from books and monuments located in China,
Japan, America, Africa and Australia and based on rock
formations of the countries that these nations had
originated 30 000 years before Adam and that Noah could
not collect numerous1) animals of these countries in his
small ark for 120 days?
13. Today every educated person knows that all ancient
and contemporary religions on the Earth2) have come
from two men: immortal Dalai Lama and mortal
Abraham.
The 1st one started 12 000 years before Adam3).
Interpreted in many ways Dalai Lama’s Divine4) Law
gave rise to such religions as: Buddhism, Brahmanism,

1

Especially up to 1000 species of hummingbirds, parrots,
griffins, rhinos, flying pigs, boas, people having three dog
heads called сerberus, apises and a number of snakes and
insects. My note (M.N.).
2
Boothites, Evangelists (Radstockites), Irvingites, Daurchens,
Spiritualists, Jeremiah's children and especially Jesuits and
Raskolniks and other councils, apostles and Christs that are to
come. M.N.
3
To be precise 30 000 years before Adam and not 12 000.
M.N.
4
Since every nation believes it practices Divine Law while
others do Satan’s laws.
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Confucianism, Zoroastrianism1), Shamanism and all nonbiblical religions.
The 2nd one, Abraham's or the Biblical religion started
14 000 years after Dalai Lama’s religion. It has given rise
to such religions as Israelite one, Hagarianism and its
divisions; Judaism that divided into Essenism,
Sadduceeism, Phariseeism, Karaism, Pythagoreanism,
Hektism, Sunnism, Mohammedanism, Persian one,
Catholicism that divided into numerous denominations,
Orthodoxy that divided into numerous denominations,
Lutheranism, Calvinism, Herrnhutism, Quakerism, SaintSimonianism,
Mormonism,
Molokanism,
Duhoborcheskism,
Mennonism,
Bogumilovskism,
Stundism, Anglicanism, Uniatism, Presbyterianism,
Arianism, Nestorianism, Gregorianism, Abyssinianism,
Radstockism, Spiritualism, Skopcheskism, Niconianism
(master one), Niconianism (schismatic one), Okrujnism,
Protivookrujnism,
Rabinovskism,
Khlystism,
Phedoseevskism, Popovtsism and Bezpopovtsism and its
numerous sects. If one counts all ancient and
contemporary religions leaving out religious beliefs of
unknown wild tribes he will get a great number of
hostile2) religions. Then try to answer God honestly: can
a person, the smartest one and speaking all languages,
1

Worship of the light based on the idea that GOD is the Light.
John 1-5; Ps. 104-2. (John 8-2).
2
Every religion regards its law as Word of God or the law
given by One Creator of the Heavens and the Earth. My note
and see chapter II.
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consolidate all these hostile religions of God without
coercion,
namely
without
working
wonders,
blandishments and persecution but voluntarily or
according to knowledge of every person?
14. Both Dalai Lama’s Divine law and the Bible say,
“God divided religions and hid the truth from people in
order to forgive1) all people.” Don’t you see that he, who
wants to bring all peoples and tribes into one religion or
eradicate schisms, is preventing GOD from achieving this
good goal set in HIS secret Plan for ruling the world? To
be precise that person doesn’t want God to forgive all
those, who lost the truth or those, who failed to know God
and HIS Will.
15. According to the book, which is a source of the 666
extremely argumentative Christianities, Apostle Paul said,
“A faith is true if the dead rise2).” So, who keeps all
Christians from hearing two questions?
a) Where is the faith, whose followers rise from the
dead? Maybe it’s in Korea, Burma, Siam, China or the
Karachay people have it; since there is no nation whose
dead rise but priests herd their souls into a chimerical
paradise.
b) If the body of Apostle Paul3) has lain in Rome for
1800 years, clearly and according to our knowledge
1

Rom. 11-32.
1Cor. 15-29, 32, 15…17; which agrees with John 8-51; 5-21;
Acts 26-8; 2Cor. 1-9; Rom. 4-17; Matt. 27-52,53; Luke 20-37,
38; Deut. 32-39(33-2,3); B.H. 7-9, 13…15.
3
And bodies of the other Apostles.
2
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(Rom. 10-2) that Apostle Paul himself practiced a nonresurrecting faith and according to him, “a useless and
superstitious faith.”
16. Are modern Jews of the New Covenant wrong when
they say, “the Devil is unpredictable: He deceives not only
people into believing his Christian theologies or the
Talmud but also lures the HEBREW GOD
YEHOWAH’S Angels into different religions leading to
death or orthodox ones?
17. Are ancient (since Thales) and contemporary
philosophers, who have faith according to knowledge,
wrong proving conclusively, “A humanlike creature like
the HEBREW GOD YEHOWAH, 1.73 m tall, who had
dinner at Abraham’s, is incapable of managing
innumerable suns, planets and comets scattered in space
and revolving at a distance of billions of light years.
Moreover, HE couldn’t create and place them all in
infinity in the 6 days much less in 6.6 octillion years.
Therefore, only narrow-minded or ignorant1) people
like priests, pastors, rabbis and mullahs, who do not know
infinity of the Universe, physical and chemical elements
in it, can take GOD of the Universe as a creature or
someone sitting on the throne2). Everyone who studied
astronomy knows for sure that “Atoms have always been
the basic units of everything in endless space, and with
1

Ignorant people are sillier and more cunning than savages.
M.N.
2
B.H.4-2…11; 5-1…10; 15-2…8; 16-1,17; Is. 6-1…11; Ex.
25-22; 24-10; 30-6, 36; Num. 7-89; 1Sam. (Kin.) 3-10.
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the lapse of time all things decompose into universal and
incomprehensible elements.”
According to knowledge and as you can see for
yourself, “humans like monkeys and other animals and
plants are destined to be born, grow up and die or
decompose into primordial elements1).”
That is why no one has ever seen an immortal2). So,
Melchizedek (who is Hutuh in Chinese), Enoch, Elijah,
CHRIST, Jews raised during the Crucifixion of CHRIST3)
and 144 000 Israelites of the New Covenant hidden in a
desert and always accompanying the LAMB4) wherever
HE goes are as fabulous as tales about self-denying
people, who can stand on a column on one leg for forty
years and about icons5) that float in the air, cry, prophesy
and work wonders in the cities of Tikhvin, Moscow,
Greece and Rome,” aren’t they?
18. The holy scriptures used by all 666 Christianities or
the terrible source of Christian sects says that CHRIST6)

1

Which are mistakenly called the soul. See “Physiology by
Sechenov,” 1870. M.N.
2
Although they often walk among mortal people. Heb. 13-2;
B.H. 3-20; 22-9; Gen.18-1...8; 19-1…27; and the Book of
Tobit. M.N.
3
Matt. 27-52, 53.
4
YEHOWAH. B.H. 14-1…4; 7-4…8.
5
B.H. 13-15.
6
YEHOWAH. See chapter V.
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as the LAMB of GOD1) took away the sins of the
world2); that is, HE cleansed all people of sins, curse and
death (?) or “Christians shall live3) solely via faith alone in
CHRIST,” so what for did you, satanic priests, invent
different saving (from sins, curse4) and death) statutes,
fasts, crosses, wonder-working or sin-forgiving icons,
poles, stampers, anointing, pouring, bathing, herding souls
into a paradise through eating sweet rice and pancakes and
drinking alcohol and carrying heavy chains or according
to CHRIST, “Shocking trade in human souls and corpses
and 666 inhumane and argumentative or militarized
Christianities?”
19. Are the three inhumane or inquisitional beasts5):
Catholic beast or the one of the first Rome, Photian beast
or the one of the second Rome and Moscow beast or the
one of the third Rome those beasts predicted in the B.H.?
20. If the B.H. tells about the future of Christianity then
what mystery enshrouds the 7 councils, and what does it
mean an eight is of the seven? B.H. 17-11.
1

Offered as a sacrifice to YEHOWAH for expiation of sins of
Israel only or like a scapegoat according to YEHOWAH’S
Sinai Law, isn’t HE? M.Q.
2
John 1-29.
3
That’s how all liars such as priests and pastors interpret this
statement indulgent of sins, contrary to Heb. 10-26, 27; 1Cor.
6-9…11; B.H. 21-8, 27; 22-15; 19-2; 20-15; 3-2, 16; 9-20, 21;
1John 3-10, 15, 16; 2-9…11; Matt. 5-22; Is. 66-17; 65-4;
Ezek.38 and 39; Har. 4-31…35. See chapter IX.
4
Put on you by CHRIST. Matt. 25-41.
5
Especially against Yehowists and Jews.
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21. If God allowed different nations, peoples, languages,
religions and the book that gave rise to the 666
confrontational Christianities, councils, the inquisition,
enslavement, murders, explosions, arsons, wars and
finally a terrible woe to all who dwell on the earth and the
sea or the last worldwide testing hour1) to happen on this
planet, so what should kings, priests and all people be
blamed for if they follow their destiny?
22. If GOD commanded people to join HIS Brotherhood2)
of Prophets’ brothers and Angels’ friends in order to be
saved from satanic religions and death, then who talks
people, especially kings and priests out of fulfilling this
saving or life-giving Command of GOD?
23. What people does YEHOWAH regard as dogs to be
thrown into the lake of fire? B.H. 22-15; 19-2.
24. Isn’t it trade in human souls and corpses3) when the
clergy herd the rich, officials, inhumane enslavers
(landlords), inquisitors, murderers and those, who died
from syphilis, alcohol and pork4), into a paradise with full
honors?
25. All the priests of the three Romes interpret the 7
Angels of the 7 Apocalyptic churches as 7 priests of those
churches. So, where is the priest (of the church of
Philadelphia), who is supposed to last till the end of the
Worldwide Testing Hour (or till 1888) and to whom
1

B.H. 3-10, 9; 2-23…21; 16-10; Is. 60-2.
B.H. 22-9; 1-3. See chapter VIII.
3
B.H. 18-23, 13.
4
Is. 66-17; 65-4; B.H. 17-5.
2
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Jews1) are to bow? Where are these two worthless2)
priests? B.H. 3-1, 3, 15, 17.
26. If Enoch, Moses and Elijah (Matt. 17-3) and Apostle
John were taken to YEHOWAH’S Throne alive, why
don't you believe the B.H. 7-9,13...15 that a lot of people
from all nations and faiths are taken to HIS Throne alive
as well?
27. Your Gospel or Jezebel’s one teaches you to preach to
“all creatures (Mark 16-15),” why do you preach
exclusively to people3), and not to hens, pigs and dogs?
28. CHRIST foretold that a lot of Christs would come
after HIM soon, namely various Christian legislators4). A
Christian bulletin of 1876, p. 355 proved that the first
Antichrist or legislator, who had come after CHRIST, was
Basil the Great, the bishop of Caesarea. Can one believe
that there were no Christian legislators other than this
Antichrist?
29. When appointing bishops every pope of the new
Rome (of the old one as well) teaches people the
following, “All interpretations and commands (or orders)
coming from my bishops accept as ones from the mouth
1

B.H. 3-10, 15.
Or physically alive but internally dead ones.
3
Lord Radstock preaches exclusively to high officials
practicing eastern orthodoxy. M.N.
4
My GOD YEHOWAH, how many millions of people Satan
has deceived through YOUR death on the Cross luring them to
his vicious Christianity! I believe He deceived less people
when YOU came to Egypt and Canaan.
2
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of Christ.” Do you need more proof that all those Popes
are those Christs, who are expected to come after
CHRIST to this world, which agrees with the prophecy in
Matt. 24-5; B.H. 2-2; 13-11…15; 18-13,23,24; 19-2?
30. Satan has recently given you (via his Christ named
Macarius) his moral theology, why do you regard
YEHOWAH'S Theology as immoral?
31. A Christian bulletin of 1878, p. 706-742 proved that
Satan had distorted the Jewish Holy Scriptures when
translating it into different languages1), why do you spread
the distorted or satanic scriptures to all peoples and tribes?
B.H.17-1…5; 18-3.
32. Newspapers2) asked a question, “Will poor Russia
have to put up with clerical darkness?” Don’t you see that
Satan has deceived Greece, Bulgaria, Poland and other
nations through clerical darkness? So, he is going to use
the same power in order to destroy Rome, Germany and
Russia.
33. Can one believe that the Man, who has neither the
beginning of days nor end of life, did not take part in
creating the Heavens, the Earth, Adam and Eve? Heb. 7-3.
Is the immortal King Melchizedek still incapable of
making other people immortal?
34. Didn’t the wise men Jannes and Jambres, who were
able to turn dry sticks into living snakes instantly, know
how to achieve immortality?
1
2

He has badly distorted the Slavonic Bible.
“Grajdanin.”
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35. Bishop Innocent1), worshiping icons and the dead like
Angels Basil and Ephrem the Syrian, invented “The way
to Heavenly Kingdom2),” why don’t you like the Way to
GOD’S Throne shown in the B.H.?
36. As there are a lot of different heavenly kingdoms in
your satanic scriptures:
Kingdom of Heaven. Matt. 10-6,7; 18-11,33,41,47; 811, 12.
Kingdom of God. Mark 1-14, 15; Acts 1-6; Luke 109,11; 9-60, 62; 16-16.
Kingdom of Christ. Matt. 13-41, 43; John 1-49; Acts 230, 36; 3-20, 21.
Kingdom of Father. Matt. 13-43; 16-28; Luke 11-2.
Heavenly kingdom of God’s little flock. Luke 12-32;
22-29, 30.
Kingdom of His Sons (children). Matt. 13-38, 39, 41.
Kingdom of the Gospel. Matt. 24-14.
Zion kingdom of Christ. Matt. 21-5.
Judaic kingdom of Christ. Matt. 27-11, 29, 37, 42.
Which one is the heavenly kingdom?
37. Pope Leo XIII asked a question, “Every nation3)
believes that heart of its king is in God’s hand, so who
holds the heart of the pastor of all kings in the world flock
of Christ?” What would you reply to this question?
38. Here are my counter-questions:
1

Rather his son Ambrosius.
According to geography by Davydov it is located many
kilometers away from the Earth M.N.
3
Except for the French.
2
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1. Whose hand made the heart of the Holy king David
give an order, which resulted in death of 70 000
Israelites put to death by YEHOWAH'S Angel? 2Sam.
(Kin.) 24-2, 15.
2. Whose hand made the heart of the Holy king take the
wife of Uriah and arrange for Uriah to be killed in
battle? 2Sam. (Kings.) 11-14, 15.
3. Whose hand made the heart of the king Saul ignore
the HEBREW GOD YEHOWAH’S Commands?
4. Whose hand made the heart of the king Ahab
abandon YEHOWAH’S religion and join a chimerical
Creator of all innumerable suns, planets and comets?
5. Whose hand made the heart of the king Herod
slaughter 14 000 infants in Bethlehem?
6. Whose hand made the heart of the Judaic king
condemn JESUS CHRIST to death via crucifixion and
persecute all followers of CHRIST?
7. Whose hand made the heart of Ivan the Terrible (or a
Russian Nero) burn alive all the Yehowists in Novgorod
city?
8. Whose hand is making the heart of the queen of all
queens or Christian Jezebel charm all earthly kings and
all nations1) with her corrupting beauty?
9. Isn’t he the one, who holds hearts of all earthly kings
and popes of the three Romes in his hand, and who
made the Russian king Alexander II lock me away in a
prison cell for 20 years on Solovet Island inducing me
1

B.H. 17-1…5, 7, 8; 18-3, 23; 19-2; 2-20…23.
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to abandon YEHOWAH and stop helping HIM in the
fight against Satan? B.H. 2-101).
39. Your satanic scriptures say: “All Christians are sons of
God via faith in JESUS CHRIST2),” why do you, sons of
God, kill each other with field guns, shoot, hang, curse
and torture each other?
40. Christians or sons of God of this world, blaspheming
YEHOWAH3) you say, “YEHOWAH'S Law4) is darkness
(hint of the truth)5),” then will a savage take all 666
vicious and hostile Christian laws as YEHOWAH’S Light
or JESUS CHRIST’S Light?
41. YEHOWAH’S or JESUS CHRIST’S Book from
Heaven6) says, “All kings, nations and tribes7) are under a
deadly delusion8),” so who talks people, especially kings
and priests out of believing HIS Words.
42. What people have the mark of the beast and what
people have the seal of the Lamb? B.H. 13-16; 7-2, 3.
43. Acts 14-11…13 say that people yelled in the language
of Lycaonia, “Gods Jupiter and Mercury have come down
from Heaven in the likeness of men.” How could the
1

1Par. 21-1.
Gal. 3-26.
3
B.H 13-5,6.
4
Ex. 24-12; Ps. 1-2; Luke 2-23.
5
Col. 2-17.
6
B.H. 18-3, 9, 23, 24; 19-2; 17-1, 2, 4…6, 15; 2-20…24; (69…11; 16-9…11; 9-20, 21).
7
The entire satanic or mortal world.
8
Practicing satanic religions or covered by darkness. See
chapter X.
2
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people of Lycaonia know that it was Jupiter and Mercury,
who came down to them from Heaven, and not Apollo,
Dagon, Melchizedek or other Gods? Why couldn’t they
believe that GOD of Gods1) HIMSELF or YEHOWAH
along with another God came down to them in the very
likeness, in which HE had lunch at Abraham’s, wrestled
with Jacob and always came2) to other people3)?
II
Discussing atheism or my response to half enlightened
people proving irrefutably that a Creator of the
Universe does not exist, and that all things in endless
space are made up of atoms
An axiom:
“If there are doings then there is a doer.” E.g.:
If there are boots then there is a bootmaker.
If there is a watch then there is a watchmaker.
If there are orders, then there is a leader.
If there are royal decrees then there is a king.
If there are Divine Laws then there exists God.
Catholics are firmly convinced that they practice the
Divine law; Orthodox Christians or Russians do the
Divine law; Anglicans do the Divine law; Lutherans do
the Divine law; Calvinists do the Divine law; Uniates do
the Divine law; Arians do the Divine law; Gregorians do
1

Deut. 10-17.
B.H. 3-20.
3
B.H. 1-13…18; Acts 9-10. See the second Book.
2
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the Divine law; Radstockites do the Divine law and so on;
each of the 666 Christianities believes it practices the
Divine law; Jews are firmly convinced that they practice
the Divine law; Karaites do the Divine law; Ishmaelites or
the Turkish do the Divine law; Samaritans or the 10
Israelite tribes do the Divine law; Zoroastrians do the
Divine law; the Chinese do the Divine law; the Mari
(formerly Cheremis) do the Divine law; Zulu do the
Divine law and so on, each of the 2000 religions believes
it practices the Divine law.
If there are so many various hostile Divine laws on
our planet, then there exists a creator of these laws or a
God. Clearly, this God made all these Divine laws, hostile
to each other, solely to constantly breed hatred, dispute,
outbursts, councils, persecution, inquisition, curses,
bloodshed and other woes to all who dwell on the earth
and the sea as MANGOD YEHOWAH outlined in the
Book from Heaven, which HE sent from Heaven and
delivered by HIS Angel 12-12; 13-7, 8, 11…17; 14-13,
20; 16-10; 3-10; 2-20…24; 17-2…6; 18-2, 3, 23, 24; 19-2
and Is. 60-2.
So, educated people know that:
1. There is a God; He arranges for people to be killed
through his hostile Divine laws.
2. All the religions in which people learn the Divine law1)
from priests, pastors, rabbis and mullahs without thinking
1

Ps. 1-2; B.H. 1-3; 22-7, 9, 17; Joshua 1-8.
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for themselves are barbarian or inhumane and
superstitious ones; since God the Destroyer persuades
those interpreters of Divine laws of being sinless, which
spawns clerical darkness and inhumane bigotry1).
3. Uneducated mortal people turn into horrible
animals2) while half enlightened people turn into welldressed clowns.
4. He who does not see these obvious truths is a blind
person, physically alive but internally dead. I advise such
a person to use Eyesalve3) offered by the EVERLASTING
HEBREW or HEAD of all immortal people named
YEHOWAH in HIS B.H. 3-18 that HE sent in order to
save Jews dying in Satan’s grip4).
III
Christian5) Jezebel’s teaching about God
Jezebel: Here is my Christian bulletin6) for November,
1876. If you, Jews of the New Covenant (further referred
to as JNC), read carefully from 505 to 554 you will see
that you still don’t know God.
1

See Son of Motherland, #118, 1883, Clerical curse and
Gatzuk, #26, Zadok’s curse, p. 562.
2
Monstrous orangutans.
3
Remedy for treating blindness to the truth.
4
Jews came under control of Satan because they abandoned
their GOD, Whom they saw, and joined a universal God or a
chimerical One, whom no one has ever seen, and who is
absolutely invisible. See the second Book.
5
B.H. 2-20; 17-1…5; 18-2, 3, 23, 24; 19-2.
6
He has this satanic nonsense published in Saint Petersburg.
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JNC: There are so many1) Gods that it is almost
impossible to know all of them. In addition, our Hebrew
GOD prohibited us from knowing other or foreign Gods2).
Jezebel: Then, who are Gods?
JNC: Gods are immortal people, who know secrets of
nature: sciences, music and different languages. In short,
they are Immortal wise men or maguses3).
Jezebel: Who is your Hebrew GOD?
JNC: HE is one of Gods, Who led us out from Egypt and
became our KING for never-ending eternity4).
Jezebel: I guess you are mistaken believing that the
Hebrew GOD is a MAN?
JNC: You think so because Satan persuaded you in
Ahab’s time not to believe the Word of our GOD,
blaspheme and destroy his Holy Sinai Law5). Why don’t
you abandon Satan and try to believe YEHOWAH and
among all Christian books read the one that was sent to
1

Deut. 10-17; Ex. 15-11; 18-11; Gen. 3-22; Ps. 135-2; 81-1,6;
85-8; Dan. 2-47; Acts 14-11…13; 28-6; 1Cor. 8-5; 2Cor. 4-4;
B.H. 1-4, 5; 4-3, 4; 19-11…14; 2Par. 2-4(5).
2
Ex.3-15,18; 23-13; 20-3; Deut. 6-14; 7-16; Num. 15-41; Gen.
17-7, 19, 21; Jer. 13-10; 11-17; 7-9; 16-11, 13; 19-4, 13; 22-9;
25-6; 35-15; 44-3; Mich. 4-5.
3
Deut. 33-2,3; Hab. 3-3; Is. 6-8; B.H. 5-6, 8, 9; 17-14; 1911…14.
4
Ex. 20-2,3; 23-13; 1King. (Sam.)8-7, 8; Ser. 17-14, 15; Is.
44-6; 43-15; 24-23; 6-1…5; 2Par. 18-18; Mich. 4-7; Zeph. 315; Zech. 9-9, 10; Mal. 1-14; Is.33-22; 41-21; 48-11(12); B.H.
15-3; 1-5; Matt. 5-35.
5
B.H. 13-5, 6; 2-24.
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this planet by our GOD delivered by HIS Angel after the
Apostles and you will see that GOD of Gods is a Man;
since, HE spoke FACE to face to our ancestors, walked
and ate with them and even wrestled with Jacob and wrote
Commandments with HIS finger. So, despite having all
parts of the body HE has a soul. You will find irrefutable
and detailed proof that it is true in the second Book.
Jezebel: I know names of some Gods, for example Vil,
Dagon, Amon, Rempfan, Baal, Jupiter, Mercury, Apollo,
Melchizedek and those of Goddess: Astarte, Diana, what
is the name of your GOD?
JNC: HIS Name is YEHOWAH (Blessed be this NAME
for ever!).
Jezebel: What is the Russian for HIS Name?
JNC: It is the same in Russian, French and Chinese.
That’s how it is supposed to be pronounced in all
languages because we are not allowed to change this
Holiest and Saving1) NAME of our GOD2).
Jezebel: What does this NAME mean?
JNC: A supreme WISE MAN over all Wise men or
HEAD of all Maguses; so, this NAME means GOD of
Gods.
Jezebel: I firmly believe in the Gospel of my beloved
husband, which he strengthened through the beast with
seven heads, that I will never fall nor my seven-head and

1
2

Joel. 3-5 (2-32).
Ex. 23-13: Josh. 23-7; Deut. 12-3; Hos. 2-19.
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ten-horn Christian teaching1). That is why I consider your
GOD’S Sayings and Comings to be Jewish fairy tales or
nonsense. Read chapter I, paragraph 17 and try to
disprove my God.
JNC: But first you tell me, who is God?
Jezebel: God is a spirit2), omnipresent3) and permeating
everything in the endless universe.
JNC: Speaking about your God Moazim4), why do you
say that “God is light5), God is a consuming fire6), God is
the word7), God is the tongue of fire proceeding from
Father (and Son)8); God is love9). The true God is a
mediator10) between God and people - Man JESUS
CHRIST11).” Can you answer honestly, what are you
1

B.H. 18-7; 2-20…24.
He is air, gas or ether, isn’t he? M.Q.
3
He exists in tobacco, alcohol and syphilis, doesn’t he? M.Q.
4
Dan. 11-38.
5
He is not omnipresent but dwells in unapproachable Light or
God in God, is He? 1John 1-5; 1Tim. 6-16. M.Q.
6
The lake burning with brimstone for all people, who like and
tell lies or oppose YEHOWAH’S teaching, isn’t it? Heb. 1229; B.H. 22-15; 21-8. M.Q.
7
The Heavens were established by Word of God and their
power by the Breath of HIS Mouth.
8
It is likely to be electricity from the Throne of the Man,
whose Body is similar to jasper and sardonyx, isn’t it? Acts 22...4; 10-44; 17-15; B.H. 4-3. M.Q.
9
1John 4-8.
10
HE is a lawyer, isn’t HE? M.Q.
11
1John 5-20; 2-2; 1-7; Rom. 9-5; 1Tim. 2-5; John 5-26, 27,
22; 14-20, 28; 10-29, 30; 17-3.
2
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spreading this nonsense about God for?
Jezebel: I want to deceive all tribes and nations into the
lake of fire through the 666 hostile Christianities, and
more importantly ruin the Law of your YEHOWAH and
prevent people from joining HIM for getting immortality;
since such Satan’s teachings and vicious and
argumentative Christianities were allowed to develop in
this world. B.H. 2-20…24; see chapter 17; 18; 19-2; 1610; Is. 60-21).
JNC: So, keep on completing your iniquities and
terrible superstition of your Christianity according to the
B.H. 6-10, 11; 18-5, 24.
IV
A conversation between YEHOWAH and
Abraham on their way to Sodom after
four of them had had lunch at Abraham’s
“There is a rumor that the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah is
great, and their sin is very grievous; I will go down now
MYSELF, and see whether their deeds are as bad as the
reports which have come to me.” Gen. 18-20, 21.

1

Which suggests that no one is to be blamed for being under a
delusion as it is he, who has invented this destructive
Christianity, is to be blamed. See chapter I, question 21.
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V
Wonderful Words of the HEBREW GOD
YEHOWAH when HE appeared to the Prophet Ezra
“I1) appeared to Moses in the burning bush and spoke to
him when MY people were enslaved in Egypt, and I
commanded him to lead MY people out from Egypt, and I
called him to the top of Mount Sinai and he stayed with
ME for a long time2). I revealed to him a lot of secrets and
mysteries of time and how everything will end; and I
commanded him, “Make public these words but keep
secret those words.” I tell you (Ezra), “Make public the
first books and let all educated and non-educated people
read them, but keep the other 70 books3) secret and let
your4) wise people only read them because these Books
contain a system5) for mind, a source of wisdom and river
of all knowledge.” 3(4) Ezra. 14-3…7, 36…48; 12-38.
The Prophet Daniel6) received a similar command
for keeping the Plan of HIS Battle against Satan secret.
The B.H. (10-4; 17-17) contains a Great Mystery as
well. Readers, do you need more proof that the GOD of
the Hebrews like all other Gods is a MAN or the
1

HE even had lunch at Abraham’s house and they went
together to Sodom. Today HE visits HIS friends to have
supper with them. B.H. 3-20.
2
2 times 40 days each. M.N.
3
The total number of the books is 204. M.N.
4
Jews exceptionally.
5
A core or a root.
6
Dan. 12-9, 4.
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HEBREW GOD1)?
VI
Revealing an unbelievable event that
it was YEHOWAH, HEAD of the immortals,
who was crucified under the name of JESUS CHRIST
YEHOWAH TELLS ABOUT HIMSELF: “On that day2)
I will make my mind to defeat all those gentiles, who will
come against Jerusalem and against the house of David3).
I will pour out the spirit of grace and prayer4) on all
inhabitants of Jerusalem; since they will look5) on ME,
whom they pierced, and they shall cry (about what they
did to ME) and grieve (over their mistake). There shall be
a great mourning in Jerusalem6) on that day, as the
mourning of Hadad-Rimmon in the valley of Megiddon7).
Megiddon7). And the land shall mourn, every family apart:
apart: the family of the house of David apart and their

1

B.H. 1-13…18; 3-20, 21; 22-16, 6. See chapter III.
During HIS decisive battle against Satan or on the great and
horrible Armageddon day. Ezek. 38-18; 39-8; Hag. 2-7; Joel.
2-1…11, 26, 27; 3-4, 5, 18; B.H. 16-16;19-11…21. The word
Armageddon means a defeat and extermination of armies or
the last war before the 1000-year World of Peace.
3
Or against the dynasty of David.
4
A spirit (temperament) of devotion to YEHOWAH to be
precise.
5
ME, , MICH, Satan replaced ME with Nan’ in the Slavic
version.
6
In Palestine.
7
2Chron. 35-22.
2
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wives apart, the family of the house of Nathan apart1) and
their wives apart, the family of the house of Levi apart and
their wives apart, the family of the house of Shimei apart;
every family apart and their wives apart2). They will
repent saying, “HE seemed worthless and undeserving
because HE was a man of suffering and acquainted with
disease. That is why we all despised and rejected HIM as
the most worthless person3). Truly, despite coming in our
painful and weak body HE did not open HIS Mouth as a
lamb that was led to the slaughter or as a sheep that before
its shearers is mute.” Is. 53-3, 4, 7.
P.S. Apart from being crucified the following
prophecies came true: HE rode a donkey to Jerusalem,
was betrayed for 30 silver coins4), born in Bethlehem5) and
and really visited the second Temple. Mal. 3-1 and
walked around Jerusalem. Is. 60-13.
VII
Now listen to me reverently: “Though Jews call
themselves MY people they still do not know ME6).
1

The tribe of David is followed by the one of Nathan because
YEHOWAH Incarnated himself from the tribe of Nathan and
not from the one of Solomon. Luke 3-31 and Matt.1-6. M.N.
2
Zech. 12-9…14.
3
Namely, as an illegitimate infant, heretic and rebel. Luke 232, 5, 14; Acts 24-14, 22.
4
Zech. 9-9; 11-12.
5
Mich. 5-1(2).
6
Is. 1-2, 3; 45-5; Jer. 31-33; 24-7; Ezek. 2-3.
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Truly, I have been found by those who have never
heard about ME; I was found by those who have never
sought for ME and to the gentiles, who have never
called on MY NAME1), I say, “Here I am! Here I am!2)
I stretch out MY Hands to MY rebellious Jewish people
every day but they keep denying ME!” Is. 65-1, 2; Os.
11-2.
So, like the Prophet Isaiah, I say, hear, o heavens, and
give ear, o earth3) that Christians and Jews still do not
know their GOD!
VIII
Proving that YEHOWAH continues looking for
friends among Jews, all Christians and non-Christians
I saw another Angel coming up from the East, having the
seal of the LIVING GOD4). He cried out with a loud voice
voice to the four Angels, to whom it was given to harm
the earth and the sea, saying, “Do not harm the earth,
neither the sea, nor the trees until we have sealed the
1

HIS NAME is YEHOWAH (Ex.6-3; 15-3; Hos. 12-6); truly,
gentiles have never pronounced this NAME replacing it with
God, Kyrios, Herr, Dominus, Pan, Lord, I’Eternel and others.
See chapter XI.
2
As you can see, reader, there were gentile Yehowists in
ancient times, who joined YEHOWAH in order to get
immortality. Yehowists lived even in Abraham's time Gen. 1613, 14; 14-18…21; Ex. 18-10…12; Num. 22-9, 18; 23-4 and
Job.
3
Is. 1-1.
4
MANGOD YEHOWAH. Deut. 32-40; Dan. 12-7.
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servants of Our GOD1) on their foreheads!” And I heard
the number of those who were sealed, 144 000 sealed
from (12 000) every tribe of Israel. B.H. 7-2…8. After
these things I saw a great multitude, which no one could
count (on his own), from every tribe, nation and tongue,
standing before the throne of the LAMB2), clothed in
white robes, and palm branches were in their hands3).
They cried out in a loud voice, saying, “Hurrah
(expressing gratitude) to the LAMB, our GOD, who sits
on the Throne for our salvation (from death)!” Then one
of the 24 elders asked me, “These who are clothed in
white robes, who are they, and where have they come
from?” I said to him, “My lord, you know.” And he said
to me, “These are the ones, who came out of the great
suffering (persecution). They have washed their robes,
and made them white in their lamb’s blood (blood of
suffering and innocence). For this reason, they are before
the throne of God; they serve him day and night in HIS
Heavenly Temple (tabernacle). They are never hungry,
neither thirsty any more here; neither the sun beats down
on them, nor any heat; for the LAMB who Sits in the
midst of the Throne shepherds them, and leads them to

1

Seal of YEHOWAH, GOD of the Holy Prophets Ezek. 9-4;
Satan’s servants do not have YEHOWAH’S seal. B.H. 9-4.
2
CRUCIFIED YEHOWAH. B.H.5-6, 9 and see chapter VI.
3
These palm branches symbolize that they are all winners,
who abandoned satanic religions fearlessly.
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springs of the water of life1). And GOD wiped away every
tear from their eyes.” B.H.7-8,9,10,13,17; 19-1,2,6…9;
21-6; 22-17.
IX
An amazing story about a raskolnik, who
knew YEHOWAH; moreover, she helped an
orthodox priest convert to YEHOWAH’S Religion
Priest: Well, SI (Ivanovna S.), have you thought about
my words that one cannot be saved2) without the help of
the clergy?
SI: Yes, I have but when I traced history of Christianity
since 870 AD or since the time when Greeks installed the
Pope of the new Rome3) I learnt that there were always
people in Christianity4) authorized to forgive people their
evil deeds and sins5); they used to be called popes,
protopopes and supreme popes in Russia. Today they call
themselves priests, archpriests and bishops. So, I have
1

It should be noted that all those springs and cascades rush
down from high mountains. M.N.
2
Why don’t you, a damned one, clarify, who or what people
are supposed to be saved from or get rid of? M.Q.
3
If you are allowed to install new popes, why don't you install
the newest popes in every city and village? M.Q.
4
However not in all Christianities. M.N.
5
According to a B.H. prophecy about sin-forgiving sorcery
18-3, 23; 17-5. Is he the one who has given the priesthood this
sin-forgiving power, and who gives it to whomever he wishes.
Luke 4-6, 7; B.H. 13-2, 8; 12-9? M.Q.
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concluded that we can be saved1) through the priesthood
only - that is, no prayers, consecration, fasts, crosses,
rituals, garments and sacrifices offered to God can forgive
a person his sins but the priest.
Priest: You are dead right!
SI: Please, let me finish my thought! Having come to this
conclusion, I decided to convert to eastern orthodoxy and
not to one of the schisms; but before converting it
occurred to me to ask our ONE TEACHER or the FIRST
Christian Legislator. I begged HIM to tell me the saving
truth personally. No sooner had I finished my prayer to
GOD JESUS CHRIST than a man came in and passed me
a book saying, “You will find the saving and irrefutable
truth in this book.” When I read the first pages I was
dumbfounded by great news.
Priest: What happened to you?
SI: Your and our priests tried to persuade me that a person
is born of God2) only through baptism; in other words,
only those will be granted eternal or endless life, who
believe in Christ and are baptized3).”
Priest: Exactly!
SI: Please, be patient and listen to me carefully! The book
1

Come to your senses and ask yourself the following
questions: What is salvation? Who or what do you want to be
saved from? M.Q.
2
God of this world. M.N.
3
What form of baptism should be used: the Roman, Crimean,
anticlockwise and clockwise or the Sinai form. Matt. 3-5, 6; Is.
1-16; Ex.19-10; Gen. 35-2; John 2-6? M.Q.
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says that, “All people are divided into two groups only:
born of GOD and born of Devil. So, he who loves his
brother is born of GOD while he, who is baptized but who
does not love his brother, is born of Devil. He who is born
of Devil or who doesn't love his brother will never get
eternal life or immortality. So, he who believes he is in
Light - that is, practices the true or the Orthodox religion,
but who doesn’t love his brother, is still in darkness, and
wanders in darkness and doesn’t know which way s/he
goes1); since s/he is blinded by darkness2).” I learnt from
the book another thing: if a person becomes a
wonderworker so he is able to move mountains, speak not
only all human but also angelic languages but doesn’t
observe the New Commandment3) about brotherly
equality and friendliness given by CHRIST he is like a
sounding brass or a crashing cymbal. If someone has a gift
of foretelling and penetrating all secrets and sciences (or
wisdom) and performing great wonders in the name of
Christ, but who doesn’t observe the New Commandment,
he means nothing4) to CHRIST. There is no use giving all

1

Being unaware that Satan leads him to the lake of fire under
the guise of Christianity. M.N.
2
That is, by the World Theologian. B.H. 12-9; 2-24; 13.
3
And Talmudic Jews - the Old Commandment. Mar. 12-30,
31; Lev. 19-17, 18; Deut. 6-5…7. M.N.
4
Or Catholic, Orthodox and Old believer wonderworkers or
the ones from Satan’s pristajnaya sect with all their
wonderworking icons. M.N.
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your property to the poor1) or to brotherhood like the first
Christians2) did, or expiating your evil deeds or sins dying
on fire or suffering a burden of a monkish life if a person
doesn’t keep this Commandment. In short, he who doesn’t
observe the New Commandment given by CHRIST, and
doesn’t give all his property like Ananias and Sapphira,
that one cannot be called CHRIST’S disciple or a
Christian3). So, Christ (or YEHOWAH) loves nothing4)
but brotherly equality in Christ5).
Priest: Truly, this is an amazing or unbelievable fact,
especially at this time of avarice and barbarism. 2Tim.31…5.
SI: Interestingly I discovered another two facts yesterday:
1st: “No one will ask people on the Judgment Day
what religion they practiced but they all will be divided
into two groups before GOD6) irrespective of their
religions and tongues: those to the right and those to the
left7). Those from all religions, who did good for one of

1

To those poor or the impoverished, who are born of Devil.
Jacob. 4-4.M.N.
2
Nazarene Jews and not Christians. See chapter XI.
3
A Jew of the New Covenant. See the second book, chapter X.
4
Do you hear satanic Christians of all his 666 religions? M.Q.
5
In YEHOWAH or under the New Covenant. M.N.
6
Before YEHOWAH in the valley of Jehoshophat. Joel 41…21 (3-17…26).
7
What third group does YEHOWAH mean saying, "MY little
brothers.” Matt. 25-40, 45? M.Q.
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the least of brothers1) of CHRIST, would stand to the right
and those, who caused them to suffer2), no matter what
religions they practiced, would stand to the left.
The righteous people from all faiths will be granted
eternal life3) while those to the left from all faiths will be
tortured in the eternal fire despite some of them were
Christians and even wonderworkers.”
2nd: “No Christian sinners will be saved through sinforgiving sacrifice; conversely, they will be thrown into
the lake of fire.”
Priest: Can you show me this book?
SI: No, I cannot as these words seem sweeter than
honeycomb; I am afraid that you might talk me again into
believing one of your orthodox self-interested lies or
other artful and satanic or sin-forgiving sacraments, while
these words are so clear to me that even a savage will say,
“If people cherished such CHRIST’S equality in
everything4) the Earth would turn into paradise.”
Priest: I cannot disprove these facts, and I am ready to
fulfill these Commands given by CHRIST.
SI: If so, then I ask you in the NAME of CHRIST to do
1
These are crucified YEHOWAH’S mothers, sisters and
brothers, who follow HIS Commands. Luke 8-21; namely,
HIS Commands in the B.H. 1-3; 22-7, 9 (Heb. 2-11, 16…18).
2
Especially during riots. Baruch 4-30…35; Num.24-9.
3
Outside Jerusalem city. B.H. 21-24, 26; 22-2.
4
“You must be crazy if you mean equality with millionaires”
that is what every rich man and official would say to you and
CHRIST. M.N.
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the following: go home and check if your orthodox books
have these words, and if not, then find out if other
Christian books have them, and why everybody ignores
them?
Priest: brought the following references in 9 days: 1John
3-10,15,16,23; 2-9…11; 4-20; Rev. 21-8, 27; 22-15;192;2-4; John 13-34,35;15-12; 1Cor. 13-1…8; Heb. 1026,27; Matt. 5-22; Luke 14-33; Acts 2-44…47; 4-32…37;
5-1…11; 1Cor. 6-9…11; Matt. 25-31…46; 23-8…10; 2025,27, and told her that the New Testament used by every
Christianity has these words. Orthodox Christians ignore
them because they believe that CHRIST can be pleased1)
through the priesthood only; that is the priest is the only
person, who can cleanse you of your sins. So, the priest is
the only one, who has the sin-forgiving power. Catholics
believe that predominantly Pope of the first Rome2) has
this power. It turns out that there is no need for such
Christians to know CHRIST’S or Apostles’ Words: be it
an illiterate person and even God’s fool; since, no matter
what evil, abomination or sins they made, a priest will
forgive all their sins and give communion. Protestants
ignore them because they believe that CHRIST or GOD’S
LAMB saved them from sins, curse3) and death (?). That
1

Pleasing, why not salvation? M.Q.
In the third Rome the papal power was taken over by Peter
the Great.
3
What book says that Enoch, Elijah, Abraham, Moses and all
Holy Prophets were cursed? I would like to become immortal
as they did then let Satan himself curse me.
2
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is why every protestant shall live solely via faith alone in
CHRIST, which suggests that you can do evil, enslave
people and even Christians and sin as you like but
continue believing in CHRIST and avoid punishment.
SI: Let’s try to establish Brotherhood of CHRIST
cherishing Christian Equality based on these Evangelical
Commands.
Priest: As far as I know such Divine Solidarity among the
Apostolic Christians lasted no more than 50 years;
moreover, no government will allow us to establish an
equal community, in which all the members will make
one soul and one heart1). In addition, no priest, official or
a rich man would agree to become equal to an ordinary
person or a soldier in everything; and they are likely to
brand us as murderers or socialists.
SI: What if we try to prove that a murderer will not be
granted eternal life? 1John 3-15, 16.
Priest: Even if an Angel from Heaven tried to prove it he
would be taken for a socialist.
SI: So, what should we do2) in order to get immortality or
eternal life3)?
Priest: We will continue knocking at the door of our ONE
LAWMAKER until HE answers our questions.
1

Acts 4-32; B.H. 2-2…4.
Satan teaches, “Christians can do nothing, or any
accomplishments, works or victories make no sense to them
because CHRIST cleansed (satanic) Christians of all their sins
with HIS Blood.”
3
Matt. 19-16.
2
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P.S. 6 months later after knocking so hard they got the
following article.
X
Proving evidently that all 666 Christianities are the
most vicious enemies of CHRIST or Antichrists
Everyone agrees if a son rebels against his father the
father will curse and force him to leave as a worthless
son. He who rebels against his chief will be punished
by the chief. He who rebels against his king will be
executed at king’s command. He who rebels against
the HEBREW GOD YEHOWAH will be cursed and
punished by YEHOWAH like Dathan and Abiram. He
who rebels against CHRIST is HIS enemy or Antichrist
in Greek and that one will be cursed by CHRIST and
thrown into the lake of fire. It is clear even to Chinese
that CHRIST’S enemy is a Christian, who speaks or
teaches against CHRIST’S Words in the Book that HE
took from the right hand of HIS FATHER1) in Heaven.
This Book says, “This is the APOCALYPSE of JESUS
CHRIST that GOD gave HIM.” All Christians2)
contradict HIM saying, “The Apocalypse of John and not
of JESUS CHRIST and GOD did not HAND any Book to
CHRIST because JESUS CHRIST HIMSELF is THE
ONLY TRUE GOD3).”
CHRIST says, “show to his servants the things which
1

B.H. 5-1…10.
Remarkably even the Molokans, Stundists and Radstockites.
3
1John 5-20; Rom. 9-5; B.H. 22-6, 16; 1-17, 18.
2
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must soon1) take place.” All Christians contradict HIM
saying, “Nothing is shown to anyone; since the greatest of
his servants like Basil the Great, Makarius of Egypt,
Nicholas the wonderworker and the alike could
understand nothing what was shown in the B.H. or in the
Apocalypse, and they gave Christians their own
Apocalypses (Revelations) and regulations2) to follow,
whatever occurred to them or had a vision of or Angles
revealed to them.”
CHRIST says, “Blessed is he and even will be Holy
Prophets’ Brother and HIS Angels’ friend, who does
the things written in this Book from Heaven.”
Catholics say, “It is not true, blessed is he who reads
catholic books.” Orthodox Christians contradict CHRIST
and Catholics, “Blessed is he who reads orthodox books.”
Lutherans encourage people to read Lutheran books etc.;
each of the 666 Christianities ignores CHRIST or
YEHOWAH and HIS B.H. and encourages people to
follow scriptures by their holy fathers.
Do you need more proof that all contemporary
Christians are the most vicious enemies of CHRIST,
since they dare to contradict CHRIST’S Words in HIS
B.H. 22-6,7,9,16,17; 1-3; 2-26; therefore, they all are
superstitious or false Christians because they have
replaced CHRIST'S Commands with human (namely,
1

Since the fire in Rome under the reign of Nero or since 63
AD. M.N.
2
Abolished by Sabbas the Sanctified and Ephrem the Syrian
as of 580 AD.
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satanic) laws? Mark 7-9, 13 and see chapter IX.
P.S. Naturally this sensible woman was supposed to
ask GOD the following question afterwards, “GOD
JESUS, what YOUR Law did Christians observe before
YOU sent the Book from Heaven?” She got the following
article in response to her question.
XI
3 heresies among ancient Jews and
origin of the 666th satanic Christianity
Even though the Pharisees changed the Eternal Holy Sinai
Law of YEHOWAH1) slightly but nevertheless they
obeyed it. Their heresy was based on the idea that,
“YEHOWAH is GOD of the living and not the dead;
consequently, HE raises from the dead HIS dead
Hebrews.” They supported the idea with Deut.33-2; 3239, which agrees with Luke 20-37,38; 1Cor.15-29,32; 1516; 2Cor.1-9; Acts 26-8; Matt.27-52,53; John 5-21;
2Tim.1-10.
The Sadducees kept the Holy Eternal Sinai Law of
YEHOWAH unchanged maintaining that, “YEHOWAH
will not raise all Hebrews until after the end of time”
according to Ezek.37-11…14, 21…28; Hos.13-14; Rom.
11-15, 26, 27.
Satan called these two faiths heresies because He
teaches against them: “The soul of a person leaves the

1

That is what CHRIST reproached them for. Mark 7-9, 12, 13.
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body1) after death, ascends somewhere to Heaven further
away than all suns, planets and comets, and then enters a
chimerical Paradise. On the Great Day of Judgment every
soul will leave the chimerical Paradise, descend from
Heaven and enter into remains or ashes2), into which a
person’s body decomposed3).”
The Nazarenes kept the Holy Eternal Sinai Law of
YEHOWAH4) unchanged and followed it strictly
maintaining that, “JESUS CHRIST is the very
Descendent of David, who is supposed to sit down on
David’s Throne in Jerusalem and become king of the
house (tribe) of Jacob. Luke 1-32, 33; 24-21; Acts 2-30,
36; 26-6, 7.
JESUS CHRIST announced to all Jews that, the
Kingdom of GOD (which they were awaiting) had come
near to them. HE supported HIS Words with great
wonders, and the ordinary Jews believed CHRIST while
priests, leadership and their king didn’t; since that ruling
Judaic class knew the Holy Scriptures very well and
wanted to see if CHRIST would make the awaited New
Covenant with them in Israel as YEHOWAH had
1

It is likely to leave the body bended and with its back
forward, isn’t? Even Satan does not know if it leaves the body
through a throat or a bottom. M.Q.
2
Ashes that are scattered all over earth and ocean, aren’t they?
M.Q.
3
Remarkably, many educated people believe that this obvious
nonsense invented by Satan is true.
4
Acts 21-20…26; 2-46; 3-1.
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prophesied to them, that is:
1. YEHOWAH1) will forgive the Hebrews all their sins2).
2. YEHOWAH will raise all dead Hebrews3).
3. YEHOWAH will gather them all again in Palestine4).
4. YEHOWAH will pour out HIS Divine Spirit on all
Hebrews, and even on those gentiles, who will be
subordinate to them at that time. Ezek.39-29 (25…29);
36-27…38 (24…29); 37-14…28; Is. 44-3…5; Joel.31…26 (2-25).
5. YEHOWAH will cleanse them of all the impurities and
icon-worshiping abomination, with which they defiled
themselves living among the gentiles5), with pure water.
6. YEHOWAH will live among them and they all, young
and old, will know HIM. So, they will not need any
theologians nor theologies or neither human nor Angelic
1

Is it supposed to be YEHOWAH and not Christ or anybody
else? M.Q.
2
Check the references against the German Bible. Jer.31-34,
31; 33-8; 50-20; Rom.11-15; Heb. 8-11, 12; 10-16, 17; and see
Eternal Union (Covenant). Is.61-8; 59-20; 44-3; 43-25; 51-16;
Judg.2-1.
3
Ezek. 37-11…14, 21…28; Hos.13-14; Rom. 11-15. HE will
raise them during the second resurrection and not the first one
B.H. 20-4, 5, 14. M.N.
4
Ezek.37-21…28; 36-24, 25; Is.52-9…12; 11-11…16; 49; 60;
65-9…25; 66-19…24; Zech.8-22, 23; 10-10…12; 14-11…21;
Jer.23-6…8; 31-10; 46-28; 59-19, 20; Deut.30-3…5;
1Par.17(16)-35; 18(17)-22…24; B.H.18-4.
5
Especially among Christians. Ezek.36-25, 29, 33; 39-29; 3711…28; Is. 44-6.
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interpretations. They will be faithful to their GOD, MAN
YEHOWAH, and observe HIS Sinai Law strictly1).
7. YEHOWAH will make Mount Zion higher than other
Israelite mountains, and will build HIS gorgeous Temple
on it. HIS Temple will be the house of prayer for all
nations. Ezek. Chapter 40 - 48; Is. 60-2, 5; 56-7; Mich. 41…5; Mark 11-17.
8. YEHOWAH will build a wonderful city of Jerusalem
enclosed by a wall of marble 76.3 km long. The city will
be
named
“YEHOWAH’S
Capital”
or
“YEHOWSHAMAH2)” in Hebrew.
9. Zadokites will be priests in the Temple while previous
Levites will be their assistants. Their garments will be
different: they will be dressed in white-colored cambric
robes with their hair cut short and beards shaved off 3).
10. YEHOWAH will live in the Temple permanently4).
11. The uncircumcised or foreigners will not be allowed
into YEHOWAH’S new Temple. Ezek. 44-7,9; B.H.11-2.
12. YEHOWAH will divide HIS Israel country into 12
sectors: eastward of the Mediterranean Sea to the Jordan
River and the Dead Sea.
13. There will be a river proceeding from under
YEHOWAH’S Temple, one stream will flow into the
Jordan River to the East and the other stream will do into
1

Is.54-13; 60-19…21; Jer.31-33, 34; 24-7; Ezek.37-23, 24;
36-27.
2
Is.60; 1-26; Jer.31-38; Ezek.48-35; 43-7; Zech.8-3.
3
Ezek.44-10…20.
4
Ezek.43-7; Ps.132(131)-13, 24; 134-2.
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the Mediterranean Sea to the West. Fruit trees will grow
on the banks of the River bearing fruit monthly. Waters of
the river will revive the Dead Sea. Ezek. 47-1…27.
14. YEHOWAH will become King of HIS people like HE
was before Saul1). HE will reign eternally without
stopping even for a short time. Is. 24-23; Mich. 4-7; Zeph.
3-15; Obad. 1-21.
15. Then YEHOWAH or KING of HIS chosen people
will come to them from Mount Zion riding a white horse
followed by HIS army riding white horses to defeat all the
vicious Christians or HIS main opponents and enemies of
HIS children2) in the mountains of Israel.
16. The Sun will shine seven times as bright, and the
Moon will shine like the Sun over Israel. Is. 30-26.
17. There will be a railway with beautiful stations running
from Zion across the Euphrates to the Chinese city of
Canton. B.H. 16-12; Is. 35-8.
18. YEHOWAH will grow a new marvelous plant3) for
them; its fruit will be delicious and medicinal at the same
time. Ezek. 34-29.
19. No one will be injured in Israel by lightning, hail, cold
and downpour or by wild animals, birds of prey and
venomous snakes or insects4).
20. Light of YEHOWAH’S wisdom will spread among
1

1Kings (Sam.)8-7, 8; Ser.17-15.
Ezek.38 and 39; Is.66-13…24; B.H.16-16; 17-14; 1911…21; Rom.11-26, 27.
3
It’s called Tuba in Muhammad's Alqur’an. M.N.
4
Is.11-6…9; 65-25; 60; Ezek.34-25.
2
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all HIS Children like waters of the sea over 1000 years
enabling them to travel to other planets. Is.11-9; Hab.2-14.
21. Another two peoples will join them in their faith: the
Mohammedans and Abyssinians. Consequently, Israel
itself will be the third one. Is.19-23, 25; Zech.2-11.
22. The rest of the peoples will have to come to the feast
of tabernacles to Jerusalem in order to worship the
ALMIGHTY KING YEHOWAH. Those who will refuse
to come to Jerusalem will not have rain. Zech.14-16…19.
23. The Jerusalem Republic will take over all kingdoms
on the Earth and will bring peace and freedom; since all
nations will beat all their deadly weapons to agricultural
equipment and no nation will resort to war and the
science of warfare will cease to be taught for 1000
years1).
24. They will live for many centuries and will be as long
living as the oak tree. Even a sinner among them will live
up to 100 years2). Their wives will deliver babies
painlessly and always timely. In short, those Children of
YEHOWAH will enjoy prosperity, fun, joy and
abundance of everything. Is. 65-20…25; 60.
When JESUS CHRIST stayed on the cross, died and
was buried both Jews and the Apostles lost their hope that
HE would become the Immortal King of the house of
1

Is.2-4, 11; 60; Mich.4-3; Zech.2-12, 13; Hos.2-18…23. After
1000 years Satan will invent various militarized true religions
again and the most good-looking and cunning priests for 111
years. M.N.
2
That one will be damned.
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Jacob. Luke 24-21, 13, 20; Matt. 28-171).
After the resurrection JESUS CHRIST had been
staying in Judea for 40 days secretly and not openly.
While in Judea HE converted into Nazarene Faith (and
not into Christianity) 120 Jews (both male and female)
only2). HE revealed to HIS faithful friends a great mystery
that HE would ascend to Heaven and stay there until the
Plan for ruling the world, which HE announced to HIS
Holy Prophets3), is implemented. HE will come down to
Earth again and advance from Mount Zion riding a white
horse followed by HIS army riding white horses. HE will
defeat all enemies of the Jews and take over as their
KING in Jerusalem forever. Since the descent of the Holy
Spirit on the 120 Jews (that is, electricity from the
Heavenly Throne of GOD) the Nazarene sect began to
1

Remarkably, there hasn’t been a Jew and even a Christian,
who would remind them that their Eternal KING, FATHER,
LORD (ADONAI), RABBI and the SAVIOUR or the
MESSIAH is YEHOWAH. 1King. 8-7, 8; Ser.17-14, 15;
Is.41-21; 43-15; 45-17; 17-7; 44-6; 48-12(11); 52-7; 24-23;
33-22; 1-2, 3; Mich. 4-7; Zeph. 3-15; Jer. 3-4; 31-9; 1Par. 1635; B.H. 22-16; 1-5; Deut.14-1; Ex.4-22; Ser.36-14(13). All
YEHOWAH’S predictions say nothing about an eternal reign
of only one descendent of David in Jerusalem; they say when
the abundant Israelite Republic is established it will be run by
presidents from the dynasty of David and all priests in
Jerusalem Temple shall be Zadokites. Ezek.44-3; 45-7, 16, 17;
Zadok: Ezek.48-11; 43-19; 44-15, 16.
2
Acts 1-15.
3
Acts 3-20, 21; B.H.10-7; 17-17; Jer.31-17, 31…40; 32-40.
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grow rapidly in Judea despite being persecuted by the
Judaic authorities, and existed up to YEHOWAH’S
Temple destruction and worldwide dispersion and
captivity of the Jews. This unexpected ordeal for the
people of Judah resulted in extinction of the Nazarene
heresy among the Jews.
The reader might have a question, “If the Nazarenes
remained faithful to YEHOWAH and even observed HIS
Sinai Law more strictly than the Pharisees and
Sadducees1), so what did the Judaic authorities persecute
the Nazarenes for while the Pharisees and Sadducees were
left alone and even honored?”
For the reason that the Nazarenes made one soul and
one heart, or one body with CHRIST, namely Christ’s
brotherly equality in everything or freedom, and none of
them claimed anything because they shared everything2).
Everybody knows that despots and rulers hate Divine
freedom. So, if the holy king David had risen from the
dead he would have commanded that this divine
community of Christ among his people, who make up his
kingly dignity and fame by holding different positions,
ranks and honors, be exterminated.
As by CHRIST’S Mercy3) the Holy Spirit descended
on those gentiles who were god-fearing and did something
1

Acts 21-20…26; 2-46; Luke 23-56.
Acts 2-44…47; 4-32…37; 5-1…11; according to the
Commandment in Luke14-33.
3
Rom. 11-22, 31.
2
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good for YEHOWAH’S Children1), Apostle Paul
established a Nazarene community2) among gentiles as
well but in a different way. Although the gentiles came to
understanding that JESUS CHRIST was SON of GOD
and not YEHOWAH’S Son they thought HIM to be Son
of Jezebel’s invisible God3) of the Universe, who lives in
the farthest light (world) and whom no one has ever seen.
They learnt from MAN YEHOWAH that HE considered
those people to be HIS Children, whom HE had raised up
from HIS firstborn son Jacob. Therefore, however much
the gentiles tried to form a union with Jacob’s
descendants they will not become HIS children. If they
could enter the Kingdom of Jacob’s descendants (the one
of God) they would have to form a separate community
and be subordinate to them like inhabitants of Gibeon.
They shouldn’t say YEHOWAH’S first Commandment,
“Listen to ME Israel, I am your GOD, who led you out
from Egypt” and many other HIS Sayings because they
are not Israelites and YEHOWAH never led them out
from Egypt. So the Eternal Covenant that HE will be
eternally their GOD and they will eternally belong to HIM
has nothing to do with the gentiles.
Though the gentiles will get immortality through faith
in CHRIST they won’t live eternally among the Israelites,
1

Acts 10-2, 22, 35.
And not Christianity as this name first came into being in
Antioch in 49 AD as mockery. Acts11-26.
3
1Tim.6-16; John 1-18. Here is the god with whom Satan
replaced MAN YEHOWAH! M.N.
2
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which agrees with B.H. 21-12, 10; 11-2; Ezek. 44-7, 9.
For this reason, gentile Christians not only denied
YEHOWAH’S Eternal Sinai Law but also omitted HIS
Holiest NAME YEHOWAH when translating the Bible
into different languages. They replaced YEHOWAH, the
NAME of the Hebrew GOD, with Lord, a human,
despotic (or satanic) title, for example: Lord Allah, Lord
Burkhan, Lord Jen, Lord Keremet, Lord Deus, Lord
Theos and the three-in-one and undivided lady Trinity1). It
was Satan, the oldest enemy of YEHOWAH, who
persuaded them to do it ostensibly to make the Holy
Hebrew Scriptures more comprehensible2) to all people
and pass it off as scriptures given by an invisible Creator
of the Universe and not as ones given by YEHOWAH to
HIS Hebrews only3). Naturally that after this they started
creating their own various Christian laws splitting into
hostile sects. Apostle Paul tried to talk them out of making
any laws as they were not Jews nor Nazarenes, and all
they had to do was to observe (the one-word Law)4)
CHRIST’S New Commandment about brotherly equality,
and no sacraments indulgent of sins will please CHRIST
but this equality. As they were supposed to make one
soul and one CHRIST’S body they should have been
1

With the fire tongue. Acts 2-2, 3. M.N.
It happened after CHRIST, didn’t it? M.Q.
3
As it was before CHRIST. M.N.
4
Gal. 5-14; Rom.13-10; 1Cor.13-1…3; Matt. 22-40; 5-22;
B.H. 2-2…4.
2
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equal in everything1). But they didn’t hear the Truth and
each of them started acquiring property, honor, glory and
Christian peasants selfishly. They helped poor peasants by
clubbing together or making donations. They got together
for having fun (playing) in a group, singing and mumbling
nonsense; mainly for arguing about some things from
satanic or clerical holy scriptures. Finally, Satan, the
Destroyer and Tempter of the world, fooled them into
pleasing their invisible and chimerical creator of the
universe through weapons, penal servitude and whipping
or inducing people to live in seclusion away from
CHRIST’S body (from CHRIST’S people) in remote or
unknown deserts and out-of-the-way places in order to
please this God by living a monkish life, wearing heavy
chains and starving to death gradually by prolonged feasts
and eating only radish and stewed mushrooms worshiping
the dead and icons.
It is clear even to an uneducated person that the 666
Christianities are Satan’s horrible plot contrary to the
HEBREW GOD, Sinai Law and HIS Children, the
Hebrews. So, they are rather the Anti-Nazarenes than
CHRIST’S Nazarenes.
XII
An axiom about Christianity based on the above said
According to the axiom: controversy, disagreements,
1

Rom.12-5; 1Cor.12-25, 27; 1-10, 11; 2-3, 4; B.H. 2-2 and
See chapter IX.
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untogetherness1), council disputes and outbursts,
inquisition or Christian inhumanity, atonement or
sacraments and rituals indulgent of sins adopted by the
three Romes, Anglican, Gregorian, Uniate, Protestant and
Sidetestant or Radstockite, clockwise or anticlockwise
sects, Torah replaced with Talmud2), various rituals and
garments, dogmas, unleavened and leavened food, threefinger and two-nail sacraments3), feasts, four-pointed and
eight-pointed crosses, smearing, pouring, sprinkling,
water immersion, Shrovetide and festivities, ludicrous
bowing rules introduced by Basil, Savva and Ephrem or
icon-worshiping angels, mumbling lengthy prayers of the
rosary or counting prayers on fingers, nobility, peasantry,
ranks, orders, classes, excellency, brilliancy, holiness,
superintendency, the highest priesthood herding souls
into a paradise and hell conceitedly and commandingly,
shooting, hanging, servitudes, flogging, lashing, whipping
faces of GOD’S Sons4); cancan dancing, fraudulent and
military games; tobacco, alcohol and syphilitic
abominations5); revolts and anti-jewish, anti-kyrgyz6),
anti-tatar7), anti-kalmyk, anti-circassian and anti-raskolnik
riots organized by orthodox Christians; recluses or
1

Acts 4-32.
Acts 21-20…26; Rom.3-31.
3
B.H.18-23; 17-5; 9-20, 21.
4
Gal. 3-26.
5
And eating pork. Is.66-17; 65-4; B.H.17-5.
6
In Orenburg city.
7
In Kazan city.
2
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swindlers living a life of luxury, carrying heavy chains or
trade in souls and corpses1), barony, lordship, bragging,
hatred and anger have always resulted from a terrible bone
entitled “New Testament2)” thrown to dogs3) and made by
by God of hostility4) in the 2d century instead of the
HEBREW GOD’S Book from Heaven delivered by HIS
Angel in 62 AD5).
Another axiom that comes from the axiom above: “he
who doesn’t understand this obvious Truth is either less
intelligent than a savage or is an orthodoxy cheat.” It is
true. Let fierce dogs, vicious Christians and satanic Jews,
murder me over this Truth.
XIII
A cry of a Christian mistreated and exploited
by Christians and suffering from hunger and cold
Brothers Christians or all lords of the dark Christian
world6), wearing gold and gems7) and having fun to
orchestral music and enjoying celebrations would you like
1

B.H. 18-23, 13.
The HEBREW GOD YEHOWAH made the Old Covenant
with HIS Children only (Hebrews) for never ending eternity
(See chapter XI). So, who did Satan make a new covenant
with and for 2000 years only?
3
B.H. 22-15.
4
Via Origen and Papias and not the whole of it but only
fragments. M.N.
5
50 years before Satan’s new testament. M.N.
6
Is.60-2; B.H. 16-10; 2Tim. 3-1…5; B.H. 9-20, 21.
7
B.H. 17-4.
2
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to love me as GOD commanded us in HIS Jerusalem
Commandment? John 13-34,35; 15-12…14; 1John 323,10-15,16; 2-9…11; B.H.2-4; 3-9; 1Cor.13-1,8; Matt.522.
A cry of a Jew persecuted by
Christians and suffering from hunger and cold
Brothers Jews or all lords of the satanic Jewish world1),
wearing gold and gems and having fun to orchestral music
and multiple fireworks would you like to love me as GOD
Commanded us in HIS Sinai Law? Lev.19-18; Mark1230; Gal.5-14.
XIV
Response of all officials and rich
people of different religions to the appeals above
No, swindlers and lazybones, your rebellious and socialist
appeals will not make us, noble and educated and
enjoying mammon pleasures of this world, change our
way of life and become friends with the poorest rabble in
view of MANGOD’S Commandments; since we do not
know a single mortal who fulfilled or could fulfill them
as the issue, “Who a king, prince, general, sir, landlord,
rich man, soldier, peasant or a slave, chimney sweep,
kennel-keeper, scoundrel, swine-herd2), pope, cardinal,
patriarch, metropolitan, bishop, archpriest, priest, deacon,
superintendent, pastor, rabbi and a holy wonder worker

1
2

B.H. 2-9; 3-9.
Or a pastor of dogs. B.H. 22-15; 9-20, 21.
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shall take as his neighbor1)” hasn’t been solved yet.
XV
Protecting my GOD
YEHOWAH2) from this satanic blasphemy3)
Renowned theologians and talmudists or lords of satanic
darkness, barbarism, enslavement, bloodshed and other
sufferings I implore you in the NAME of my
CRUCIFIED GOD YEHOWAH and at the same time
strictly command you to tell the public at large that you
disagree with the response of rich men and officials to the
appeals above so that all kings, nations and tribes (covered
by satanic darkness) could finally come to understanding
of these peace-making Commands4) given by KING of
Kings and GOD of Gods5) and put an end to all selfinterested faiths leading to death, schisms, hatred,
hostility, rebellions, murders, explosions, arsons,
embezzlement, enslavement, wars and other sufferings for
all who dwell on the earth and the sea for 1000 years, and
so that prophecies in Is. 2-4; 11-6…9; 60-3; Mich. 4-3;
B.H. 20-4…7 would come true.
Readers (who have not understood Chapter I,
paragraph 22 and Chapter X) might have a question,
1

Truly, this issue hasn’t been yet solved by satanic people.
M.N.
2
B.H. 14-13; 2-3.
3
B.H.13-6.
4
Or Commandments.
5
Deut.10-17; B.H.19-6; 1-5; Ps. 135-2.
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“Where is the Life-giving Truth that is supposed to help a
mortal person become immortal like MANGOD
YEHOWAH?”
You will find this Truth in the next Book but before
reading it I advise that you drop to your knees and thank
YEHOWAH for revealing this obvious Universal Truth to
you. Amen.
XVI
Out-of-love-for-people admonition
He who will refuse to abandon Satan and this satanic
dark world1) and will continue to oppose INCARNATE
AND CRUCIFIED YEHOWAH, after revealing this
Eternal and Life-giving Truth, is a physically alive but
internally dead human being with characteristics of a
beast2); therefore, that one has the mark of the beast and
will be exterminated once and for all through burning in
the lake of fire3). I advise that person to take care and
extend his mortal life by passing this Book to somebody
else4) and never tell anybody that you have ever read it5);
since HEBREW GOD shows no mercy to opponents of
HIS Invitation to be immortal in this last Battle against
Satan, his Christians and Jews.
1

World of Christianity and Judaism.
B.H.13-16; 14-9…11.
3
Like all Jews along with Dathan and Abiram and in
Berdichev city; B.H.14-9…11; 19-2; and See the third Book.
4
Don’t destroy it otherwise you will be destroyed.
5
Whether you are a king, pope or a Rothschild do not reveal
this Great Mystery of GOD to Satan.
2
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Here is a list of those who were punished by
YEHOWAH: duke Dolgorukov, chief of the police, died
in the church during the morning prayer in the presence of
the tsar; duke Gagarin, Saratov governor, died in Kazan
city; Knyazhevich, minister of finance; Felkner F. and
France Odinetz, generals; Semennikov, colonel (Felkner’s
servant1)); Ushakov, lieutenant (the inquisitor’s servant2));
Pokrovsky, Lysenko and Sokolov, officials (Gagarin’s
servants), for hurting me in order to please Gagarin;
Payker, genaral’s wife, punished for blasphemy on this
Invitation to be immortal; Makarenko, soldier (Ushakov’s
servant), archimandrite and inquisitor Porfiry died from
food poisoning; bishop Khrisofan for blasphemy on
YEHOWAH’S Torah; priest Uspensky, the pristanaja
faith, for slandering me; the great molokan wonderworker3) Maksim Rudometkin for insulting behavior
towards me; the tsar Alexander II was severely punished
by YEHOWAH for keeping me locked away for 20 years
in a prison cell, for raiding my home for 18 hours, and for

1

Knyazhevich awarded him the order of Annensky for causing
suffering to me stealthily and promoted him from captain to
colonel.
2
Dolgorukov promoted him to lieutenant and paid him a
reward worth of annual income for giving me a bloody kick.
3
He even raised a dead woman in the Caucasus and made a
goat speak a human language.
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escorting me to Saint Petersburg prison1) in disgrace;
finally, Judaic king James Rothschild for not thanking
YEHOWAH for the Invitation to be immortal; no doubt
that Netter, the Alliance chief member, for not thanking as
well and many others. It is true! Amen.
I am GOD YEHOWAH’S
Light to all peoples and Salvation for the Jews,

UZla

1
At the same place where his statue was installed.
Remarkably, I was also escorted by a sheriff and soldier riding
behind me, a soldier was riding with me and Cossacks were
riding on either side; I do not remember if there were 9 of
them. Indeed, YEHOWAH’S Words in B.H.13-10 came true.
Hallelujah! Amen. B.H. 3-14.
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Truth of Prophets’ Brothers and
Angels’ friends that gives
brow-of-bronze Jews1)

THE STRONGEST PUSH
to
abandon Satan and come back to YEHOWAH

c 1882 d

1

Is.48-4; 59-13; Ezek.3-7; 2-3.
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YEHOWAH’S Irreversible Command
to HIS rebellious Jews:

שובו אלי ואשובה אליכם

Come back to ME and I will come back to you

Kommt ZUMIR zurück, dann komme ICH zu euch

Zech.1-3; Jer.3-14; Joel. 2-12, 13; Hos.14-2; Ezek.18-31; Is.31-6.
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THIS LIFE-GIVING LIGHT

OF

UNIVERSAL TRUTH

IS OFFERED TO
EVERY PASTOR, THEOLOGIAN, TEACHER,
PHILOSOPHER AND EDITOR LIVING IN
SATAN’S DARK WORLD
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Peace be with you!
Physically alive but internally dead1) famous enlightener,
spreading the light of death among the dead2), here is a
Light of Life! If this Light of Life penetrates your dead
heart and reanimates it then drop to your knees
immediately and looking up to the sky exclaim with joy,
“Hurrah! Viva, Hosanna and Hallelujah to YOU, Source
of Immortality3), our Friend and GOD4), CRUCIFED
YEHOWAH!” Then bow to HIM. After this go and start
reviving other physically alive but internally dead people
both Christians and non-Christians with HIS Light.
You can be sure that for this help to mortal people
made in HIS image5) HE will let you sit down with HIM
on HIS Throne6) and make you as luminous as heavenly
stars7). It is true! Amen.

UZla

1

B.H.3-1; Is.43-8.
Matt.8-22; 1Tim.5-6.
3
Wis.1-13; 2-23, 24; Ezek. 18-23, 32; 33-11; Acts 26-8; John
5-21; Luke 20-37; 1Cor.15-29, 32; 2Cor.1-9; Deut. 32-39; 333; B.H. 1-18; 7-9, 13…15.
4
Wis.7-14,27,28; Luke12-4; John 15-14, 15; B.H.3-20, 21;
1John 5-20; Rom.9-5; B.H.22-6, 16; 1-18.
5
Gen.9-6.
6
B.H.3-21.
7
Dan.12-3; 1Cor.15-14, 42.
2
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A word of caution
Despite being small this book is so valuable to all modern
Jews that even a mountain of diamonds is nothing in
comparison with it; since it reports a life-giving Truth, and
if a mortal Jew allows it into his heart of stone1) he will be
able not only to abandon Satan and come back to
YEHOWAH but also to get physical immortality for
never-ending eternity.
In other words, this Book reports quite unexpected news
that has come as a surprise not only to the Jews but to the
entire world as well. Therefore, whether you are a mortal
Jew, the most wonder-working Zadokite or Rothschild
himself must read this Book very carefully and reverently
without smoking and drinking alcohol, otherwise you
would do better to abandon the book.
This means that first all educated Jews having academic
or university degrees should read this book and then other
men and women! Amen.
Epigraph
That is what YEHOWAH tells the Jews taken from HIM
by Satan, “A bull knows who it belongs to, and a donkey
knows its owner’s manger but the Jews don’t know ME2),
1

Ezek.2-4.
Is.1-2,3; Ezek.6-7, 10, 13, 14; 7-4; 37-13, 14; Jer.31-34; 247; Ex.6-1…3; 15-3; 34-14; Hos.12-6.
2
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though they call themselves MY people. I stretch out MY
Hands to them every day but they keep denying ME1)!”
I
Shalom Aleichem, famous
Judaic people rejected by YEHOWAH!
The 42nd issue of your newspaper “Razsvet”, p. 1604
says, “The Jews (the tribe of Judah) were dispersed all
over the world with a providential mission to spread the
idea of pure2) Monotheism.” But on page 1615 this
providential mission was called “darkness.” I ask you in
the NAME of YEHOWAH to answer the following
questions in your paper:
1. God’s name you are preaching is Moazim, isn’t it?
Dan.11-38.
2. Was it He who had lunch at Abraham’s house and with
the 75 Hebrews at Mount Sinai? Gen. 18-1...8; Ex.241…11.
3. Was it He who visited and looked toward Sodom
standing next to Abraham? Gen. 18-20…33; 19-27.
4. Was it Moazim who tested Abraham? Gen. 22-1, 2.
5. Was it He who wrestled with Jacob? Gen.3224…28,32.
6. Was it He who made a mistake in choosing Saul as the
king3)?
1

Is.65-2; Hos.11-2.
Isn’t it pagan? M.Q.
3
1Sam.(Kin.)15-11, 35; 13-12.
2
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7. Was it Moazim who was walking around the paradise
calling to Adam and Eve hiding from Him in the bushes1)?
8. Was it He who spoke face to face to Cain and Abel and
to all of your ancestors? Gen.4-6…9.
9. Was it He who commanded one of the Gods to deceive
Ahab?2)
10. Was it He who ordered the Israelites to mark their
dwellings with lamb’s blood so that He will pass over
them when killing the Egyptians3) in the darkness?
11. Was it He who ordered the Israelites to rob the
Egyptians4) in a friendly manner?
12. Is it Moazim who has been failing to persuade you
that He is the Everlasting Man or HEBREW GOD?
Ps.95-10,11; Gen.9-6; 48-11; 17-1; 11-5; 3-22; Deut.2312…14; 34-10; Num.12-8.
13. Was it Moazim who wrote the Commandments with
HIS Finger or maybe the entire Law? Ex.31-18; 32-16;
Deut.9-10; Ex.24-12.
14. Was it He who gave Muhammad the Alqur’an so that
the prophecy about Hagarians would come true? Gen.1718…21.
15. Is unseen Moazim the very GOD of Gods? Deut.1017; Ex.15-11; 18-11; Gen.3-22; Ps.136-8; 82-1,6; 86-8;
2Chr.(Par.)2-5; Dan.2-47.
1

Gen.3-8…11.
1Kin. (Sam.)22-19…32.
3
Ex.12-12, 13, 22, 23, 29.
4
Ex.3-22; 11-2; 12-35.
2
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16. Does one God Moazim have a soul1), heart2), hands3),
eyes4), mouth and legs?
17. Was it Moazim who threw the 23 000 Hebrews into a
fiery pit in the desert? Num. 25-9; 1Cor. 10-8.
18. Was it He who wanted to exterminate all the
rebellious Hebrews and make new ones of Moses? Ex.
32-9, 10.
19. Was it He who rejected the Jews5), hid His Face from
them and let Satan take control over them? B.H.2-9; 3-9.
20. Was it He who destroyed the tribe of Dan utterly?
B.H.7-4.
21. Was it Moazim who established his Israelite Kingdom
of the New Covenant made up of 144 000 Israelites and
hidden from Satan in an unknown desert? B.H. 7-4…8;
12.
22. Is it Moazim who chooses servants and true male and
female friends from the gentiles instead of HIS rebellious
Jews? Is.65-1,2,3; B.H.7-9…13,15.
23. Was it He who made some of the satanic Jews bow to
His truly faithful gentile friends from Philadelphia?
B.H.3-9.
24. Was it Moazim who was pierced by your vicious
ancestors and who was silent when they were leading Him
1

Lev.26-11; Is.1-14.
1Sam.13-14; Ps.33-11; Jer.32-41.
3
Is.65-2; Jer.1-9; 51-25.
4
Deut.11-12.
5
HE cursed them and commanded all nations to hate and curse
the Jews.
2
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to the place of torment and execution? Zech.12-9…14;
Is.53-3,4,7; B.H.1-7.
25. Why does this one God of the Universe1), whom no
one has ever seen, not want to give a desired law of peace
to all people but has always given various and hostile
laws: Jewish, 666 Christian, Mohammedan laws and up to
1000 other laws2)?
26. What kind of providence or as you call it the
providential makes you spread deluded teachings of this
one unseen or chimerical God among (some) nations if
you yourselves don’t know your Hebrew GOD, and even
were cursed by HIM3)?
II
Now, listen carefully!
When the Jews were terribly oppressed in Babylon the
Holy Prophet Ezra begged God to remove the curse He
had put on them and dispel darkness or satanic teaching
about monotheism among the Jews exclaiming, “Where is
our Truthful4) Hebrew GOD while HIS people is
oppressed and abandoned?” Then he told YEHOWAH,
“YOU, YEHOWAH, selected a special people from all
peoples and gave the best Law to YOUR beloved
1

Contrary to Mich.4-5; Deut.10-17; Ex.15-11; 18-11; See
question 15.
2
Read an article about atheism in books “True Religion and
True GOD” or “Universal Truth”.
3
Is.1-2, 3; 65-1, 2; Ezek.2-3...8; Deut.29-20; 28-15; 30-17, 18;
Mal.2-2; Dan.9-11.
4
Faithful to HIS Words.
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people1).” GOD YEHOWAH, why did YOU let other
nations enslave YOUR only and beloved people? Or why
did YOU scatter YOUR people, a great nation raised up
of YOUR only Son Israel2), among other tribes? YOU
gave the age3) to the Hebrews only. As for the gentiles,
who are descended from Cain4), you said, “They are
worthless5) and are to be destroyed6)” How come that the
worthless gentiles captured us, Your7) children, and even
started killing us? If YOU have given the age to the
Hebrews only, so why don't we enjoy our age? How long
will it last8)? Are gentile laws better than Jewish ones
(dark and talmudic) and what tribes observe Your Sinai
1

While Satan persuades his people and even Jews that
YEHOWAH’S Sinai Law is worthless or a hint of truth. See
His messages in Heb.7-19; 10-1; Col. 2-17, see also B.H.13-5,
6; and "Son of Motherland", #24, 1882.
2
And not of a Hebrew (Eber) and even nor of Abraham, nor of
Isaac and nor of Esau. Ex.4-23; Ser.36-14? M.Q.
3
A time period before transformation of the Earth or 7000
years.
4
It seems to me that they are rather descended from Noah’s
son Ham and not from Cain. Do the children born by Hagar
and Keturah to Abraham belong to the gentiles and not to
Israel? M.Q.
5
That is, they are ashes, pus or as much dead flesh as all
mortal Jews, aren’t they? M.Q.
6
Through burning in the lake of fire.
7
Deut.14-1; Is.1-2.
8
Until the Jews abandon Satan and convert to Israelites of the
New Covenant like those 144 000 Israelites. M.N.
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Law more strictly than the tribe of Jacob1)? And if Your
(GOD’S) people deviated from Your Divine Sinai Law
that is because they, like all other peoples, inherited
stinginess from Adam2) and it is YOUR fault that YOU
have not taken away their selfish hearts3). Supposing Your
Your Judaic people has turned into a satanic crowd or
rebels and they no longer deserve to inherit the things
YOU promised us4), then what will happen to YOUR
NAME, GOD of the Hebrews5)?” Ezra got the following
answer6) to these questions through the Angel, “There’s no
no use trying to understand Mysteries of Divine
Predestination; humans are unable to comprehend a lot of
things in the visible nature much less understand
1

Can YEHOWAH be happy that you observe HIS Law
strictly but at the same time you abandoned HIM? Is.1-11,15;
Ezek.2-3…8. M.Q.
2
They inherited this trait rather from HIS holy and firstborn
son Israel and not from Adam, didn’t they? M.Q.
3
Why didn’t YOU allow Adam and Eve to return to the
paradise? Gen.3-24. Why didn’t YOU put Saul’s heir to death
if YOU made a mistake in choosing Saul as the king? More
importantly, why did YOU let Jezebel preach monotheism to
Israel?
4
HE promised Israel and not the Jews. HE promised the Jews
that HE would come back to them if they abandon Satan and
come back to HIM. See the Epigraph.
5
GOD of the Hebrews and not of the Jews; there is a big
difference. HE can make new Jews from stones instead of the
Jews. M.N.
6
Similar to Dan.12-9,14.
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intentions of the ALMIGHTY1).” All these mysteries will
be unraveled in the last days! B.H.10-7.
III
As the Holy Prophet Ezra was granted immortality and
taken to the Immortal people I as a brother of Prophets
and friend of YEHOWAH’S2) Angels will answer these
questions because the last days have come. “Dear Friend
and Brother Ezra, your questions convinced me that you,
like all Jews, didn’t know at that time that the God of this
mortal world3) or Creator of death, gentile God named
Satan is as everlasting and wise as the HEBREW GOD
YEHOWAH. This old enemy of YEHOWAH is such a
transcendental theologian, talmudist and philosopher4) of
the world that he lures into rebelling against YEHOWAH
not only people but also Angels. It is indeed that in these
or the last days or after 6000 year battle of these two
Everlasting Men that sensible people came to understand
that YEHOWAH would not be able to establish HIS
Kingdom in Israel and bring Peace, Freedom and
Prosperity to all nations until HE defeats Satan5). 7 000
years were given not only to the Hebrews but also to a
great number of gentiles so that they could deserve
immortality. Supposing you, my Friend Ezra, lived before
YEHOWAH incarnated HIMSELF in human form or
1

Over all Gods. Deut.10-17.
B.H.22-9.
3
The Jews have been worshiping him since Ahab.
4
Or the great wonder-working Zadok.
5
Final defeat of Satan is 1116 years away.
2
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when the Jews didn’t have the Book from Heaven, which
clearly says about salvation from death for the gentiles as
well, but many parts of the Jewish Holy Scriptures say
about this salvation, e.g.: Is.65-1; 56-3…7; 19-23…25;
Joel.3-2; Mal.1-11 etc; since YEHOWAH, as a man,
doesn’t want anyone made in HIS image to die. Gen.9-6;
Ezek.18-23,32; 33-11; Wis.1-13…16.
IV
These absolute and obvious truths mean that both Jews
and gentiles, who would like to become immortal - that is,
who abandoned Satan, all his religions and crowds and
joined YEHOWAH’S Brotherhood of Prophets’ brothers
and Angels’ friends or the Society of Israelites of the New
Covenant should observe the following:
1. Strictly follow the teaching of their Holy Brothers –
Prophets that all nations can worship their Gods1) - be it
one and unseen Judaic, Christian, Mohammedan or
Buddhist God but we must worship our YEHOWAH2),
HEBREW GOD for worship of whom satanic Jews
persecuted Elijah, Isaiah, Zechariah, all Holy Prophets and
YEHOWAH HIMSELF. We must worship the GOD,
whom the whole Israel3) saw and who could be seen4),
1

Mich.4-5.
Is.42-8; Ex.6-3; 3-15; 15-3; Hos.12-5; Mal.1-11; Ps.113-3;
B.H.22-6.
3
When HE was heading from Mount Seir to Sinai. Deut.33-2;
5-24; Ex.19-9; Is.6-1...11.
4
B.H.22-6; 3-20.
2
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who had lunch and supper1), who was pierced on the cross
and who would come from Heaven followed by the
Israelites of the New Covenant and Yehowists riding
white horses in order to defeat viscous Christians and
satanic Jews2) and establish Israelite Kingdom of the New
Covenant for 1000 years in Palestine.
2. Keep in mind that our aim is to get to the Heavenly
Jerusalem to YEHOWAH’S Throne and not to the
Earthly one so that we could become as physically
immortal as all brothers, sisters and all our forefathers
living there: Enoch, Elijah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses
and all Holy Prophets and Apostles, and 144 000 Israelites
and gentiles: Melchizedek3), Job, Jethro4), Balaam,
Pythagoras, Zamolkvin5), Zoroaster, Confucius, Jannes,
Jambres and other Yehowists and faithful male and
female friends of the CRUCIFIED HEBREW GOD
YEHOWAH. We should not bother about getting to
Palestine. If YEHOWAH decides to take us to HIS
earthly 1000-year Kingdom HE will do it with HIS Divine
means.
3. You must not pray (mumble nonsense) and sing at
satanic gatherings. You must keep away from their absurd
doings even if they left for Palestine or ascended to
Heaven on the wings of their one God Moazim without
1

B.H.3-20.
Dan.12-2,1.
3
Ps.110-4; Gen.14-18…21.
4
Moses’ father-in-law.
5
Pythagoras’ instructor, a Russian Cossack from Don.
2
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YEHOWAH. Can there be a unity between the Light and
darkness, faith according to knowledge (or the Universal
one) and satanic superstition1), YEHOWAH’S Blessed
Friends and Satan’s friends?
4. You must love and care for every brother of Prophets
and friend of Angels like YEHOWAH loves us2).
5. You must not cheat or offend any satanic people
without YEHOWAH’S Command; you should be
merciful to all people made in YEHOWAH’S image3) and
caught by Satan in his deadly traps as we were trapped as
well. Remember that it was not we who found this lifegiving Truth but it was sent to us unexpectedly.
6. You must not preach any sermons, nor read any
theologies, nor the Talmud, nor the Old Testament, nor
the New Testament, nor even Torah, nor Alqar’an4), nor
Christian and Jewish newspapers even if they seemed
very fascinating to you. You should work day and night
helping different people abandon Satan, which means
every male and female Yehowist must hand out (translate
if possible) and send Mangod’s invitation to be immortal5)
immortal5) to all nations from the East to the West. Mal.11

A religion practiced according to legends and not according
to knowledge. Mark7-13; Matt.15-6; Tim.1-14; Acts 2120…26.
2
B.H.3-9; John 13-34; 15-12.
3
Gen.9-6.
4
According to Jer.31-33,34.
5
Especially the first Book or “Universal Truth” that you are
supposed to get from me.
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Mal.1-11; (Is.56-7; 1Kin.8-41, 42).
7. Therefore, you should help YEHOWAH disprove all
Christianities and satanic Judaism in order to speed up
HIS coming on a white horse to Palestine for a decisive1)
and horrifying Battle in Armageddon.
8. If you face persecution from Satan for YEHOWAH’S2)
Works through all his vicious and bigoted Christianities
and satanic Judaism, be ready to cheerfully die the same
torturous death like GOD HIMSELF or our YEHOWAH
did. B.H.3-21; 2-10; 12-11,13; 13-7,8; 14-13; 6-10,11;
Is.53-3,4,7; Zech.12-10.
9. You must not question the Truth that darkness has
already covered the Earth and thick darkness all nations,
and that this worldwide darkness results solely from
ignorance among the Jews and gentiles of who
YEHOWAH and HIS old enemy, Satan, are, and because
they fail to see the ongoing fight between these two
Everlasting Men of Equal Strength.
10. You must firmly believe the B.H. that YEHOWAH
became king of the tribe3) made up of 144 000 Israelites of
the New Covenant forever after HIS resurrection, but
currently in a desert. As soon as a certain number of
Yehowists join this tribe YEHOWAH will advance from
the desert followed by HIS people4) to fight in
1

Or the strongest win.
B.H.2-26; Is.28-21; 29-24.
3
Over the tribe of Jacob - that is, HE became king in Israel
again, like HE was before Saul. 1Kin. (Sam.)8-7; Ser.17-15.
4
Is.63-1…6.
2
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Armageddon. Then HE will come to Jerusalem, gather all
those Jews, who will abandon Satan, and take over for
1000 years openly. After 1000 years HE and HIS people
will move to HIS Heavenly Jerusalem on the New Earth1).
After the Immortal people have lived on the new
Earth for 280000 years HEBREW GOD YEHOWAH
will improve it; HE will keep improving the New Earth
to perfection beyond comprehension periodically.
V
Dying Jews rejected by YEHOWAH, exclaim
exultantly Hosanna, Hurrah, Viva and Hallelujah to
YEHOWAH, GOD of your Holy Fathers for revealing
HIS Plan for ruling the world to you, or what Israel, all
nations and the Earth will see! Drop to your knees before
HIS Holiest NAME on the Star, kiss it, hold it close to
your hearts of stone, burn incense for it and kiss like
brothers congratulating each other on such unexpected
Grace from your GOD, and then tell other nations that
HEBREW GOD YEHOWAH is the One GOD of
Immortality for people and that HE, as a Man, will live on
the Earth2) with people for never-ending eternity
improving it from time to time. So, the goal of every
person is to join YEHOWAH.
If you do not obey YEHOWAH’S Commands, you
will die more terrible death than those 23 000 Hebrews in
1
2

B.H.21-3.
B.H.21-3.
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the desert and you will never see HIS 1000 year Jerusalem
of the New Covenant. It is true! Amen.

“From the East to the West MY NAME will be great
among the gentiles, and in every place incense will be
burned for MY NAME and a pure sacrifice offered; since
MY NAME1) (YEHOWAH) shall be great among the
gentiles,” says YEHOWAH, GOD of hosts.

1

Mal.1-11; 2-2.
The Jews have been called to come back to YEHOWAH, and
it is Jews (and not Chinese) through whom the gentiles will get
salvation from death. B.H.2-28; 22-16; 7-9,13…15; John 4-22;
Rom.11-11,12.
*
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It is clear that he who wants to become immortal
must pray before YEHOWAH’S NAME, burn incense
for it and offer HIM a sacrifice (a bloodless one). Every
time after your prayer you should kiss YEHOWAH on
the star showing your sincere love1) for HIM and
believing in saving power of HIS NAME for all. Joel.
3-5.
VII
Dear brothers Jews, I tell you with YEHOWAH’S
consent: if this Eternal Truth or a remedy for satanic
and talmudic madness2) or for age-old darkness helps
any of you see a gleam of light coming from the Sun of
Eternal Truth in this darkness that covered all nations
and tribes3) exclaim exultantly: “Hallelujah to GOD of
the Holy Prophets!” And thank HIM from the bottom
of your hearts and love for HIM falling down on your
faces before HIS NAME on the star. Then let me know
about this unimaginable Grace from HIM and you will
receive such a radiant Light of Truth that will break
through any satanic darkness. You will see that I am the
very Messenger from YEHOWAH named Elijah, who
is supposed to disprove all satanic religions and help
the Jews become loving and faithful to MANGOD
YEHOWAH like all their Holy Fathers were.
As for the satanic idol on clay legs it will be ruined by
1

Deut. 6-4…7; Mark 12-30; B.H. 2-2.
Or for turning into physically alive but internally dead
people. See “Razsvet”, #45, p. 1749-1751, 1882.
3
Is. 60-2; B.H.16-10.
2
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world socialists with dynamite. Mal.3-19,23,24. You
should start your letter to me with the following words,
“The great defender of CRUCIFIED YEHOWAH and
dear friend Elijah!”
My address: S. As. Puhart, chief rabbi, Mitau city or
“Razsvet or the Russian Jew,” an editorial office in Saint
Petersburg.
VIII
Out-of-love-for-people admonition
He who will refuse to abandon Satan1) and this satanic
or dark Judaism and will continue to rebel against
INCARNATE AND CRUCIFIED YEHOWAH, after
revealing this Eternal and Life-giving Truth, is a
physically alive but internally dead human being with
characteristics of a beast2); therefore, that one has the mark
of the beast3) and will be exterminated once and for all
through burning in the lake of fire4). I advise that person to
take care and extend his mortal life (out of my love for all
people deceived by Satan) by passing this Book to
somebody else surreptitiously and never tell anybody that
you have ever read it5); since HEBREW GOD shows no
mercy to all opponents of HIS Invitation to be immortal in
1

Be it known to you that Satan is incarnate as well.
B.H.3-1,16,18; or a dog B.H.22-15.
3
B.H.13-16; 14-9,11; 20-4.
4
Like those 23 000 Hebrews in the desert.
5
I advise you against revealing this great Secret of GOD to
Satan even if you were as rich as Rothschild. Be careful!
2
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this last Battle1) against Satan, his Christians and Jews.
Here is the list of those who were punished by
YEHOWAH: duke Dolgorukov, chief of gendarmerie,
died in the church during the morning prayer in the
presence of the tsar; duke Gagarin, Saratov governer, died
in Kazan city; Knyazhevich, minister of finance; Felkner
F. and France Odinetz, generals; Semennikov, colonel
(Felkner’s servants2)); Ushakov, lieutenant (inquisitor’s
servants3)); Pokrovsky, Lysenko and Sokolov, officials
(Gagarin’s servants) for hurting me in order to please
Gagarin; Payker, genaral’s wife, died for blasphemy on
this Invitation to become immortal; Makarenko, soldier
(Ushakov’s servant), archimandrite and inquisitor Porfiry
died from food poisoning; bishop Khrisofan for
blasphemy on YEHOWAH’S Torah; priest Uspensky, the
pristanaja faith, for slandering me; the great molokan
wonder worker Maksim Rudometkin4) for insulting
behavior towards me; the tsar Alexander II was severely
punished by YEHOWAH for keeping me locked away for
20 years in a terrible prison cell, for raiding my home for
1

There will be one more Battle in the Mediterranean region
after 1000 years of peace. B.H.20-9.
2
Knyazhevich awarded him the order of Annensky for causing
suffering to me stealthily and promoted him from captain to
colonel.
3
Dolgorukov promoted him to lieutenant and paid him a
reward worth of annual income for giving me a bloody kick.
4
He even raised a dead woman in the Caucasus and made a
goat speak a human language.
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18 hours and escorting me to Saint Petersburg prison1) in
disgrace; eventually, Judaic king James Rothschild for not
thanking YEHOWAH for the Invitation to become
immortal and many others2). It is true! Amen.
IX
My address to Jews of the New Covenant3)
My dear children4) revived by me5) with YEHOWAH’S
consent, don’t let Christian Jezebel6) nor satanic Jews7)
teach you and lure you to their superstitious religions
disproving them with this Eternal and Evangelical Truth8),

1

At the same place where his statue was installed.
Remarkably, I was also escorted by a sheriff and soldier riding
behind me, a soldier was riding with me and Cossacks were
riding on either side; I do not remember if there were 9 of
them. Indeed, YEHOWAH’S Words in B.H.13-10 came true.
Hallelujah! Amen. B.H. 3-14.
2
No doubt that Netter, the Alliance chief member, was
punished for not thanking as well.
3
Addressing those Jews who made sure that the HEBREW
GOD YEHOWAH HIMSELF was crucified under the NAME
of the Jew YESHUA of Nazareth or JESUS CRIST in Greek.
Consequently, they abandoned Satan and all his dark religions
and crowds and converted back to the Eternal Faith of their
Fathers: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and all Holy Prophets.
4
Since they named me Biatsil Kdyatram, father of the Israelite
Religion of the New Covenant.
5
In 1880.
6
B.H.2-20; 17-1…5; 18-3.
7
B.H.2-9; 3-9.
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Truth1), and fight to the last dying for the Glory of
CRUCIFIED YEHOWAH and for this Invitation to
become immortal that HE sent to all people. Amen.
X
My prayer to YEHOWAH
THE MOST ENLIGHTENED and EVERLASTING
HEBREW YEHOWAH, GOD of the Prophet Elijah, and
My GOD, I beg YOU to confirm me in my faith in YOU
and strengthen my Testimony like you did that of the
Prophet Elijah in ancient times; since it is YOU who has
chosen me for this unbelievable mission. It is clear that I
am fighting against the Jews and gentiles solely over
YOU, the Everlasting Man, FATHER, KING, RABBI
and MESSIAH of the Hebrews like Elijah did against the
ancient Jews and gentiles, or against the faith worshiping
an unseen absolute God-spirit Moazim2), whom neither
people nor Angels have ever seen and whom no one is
unable to see! 1Tim.6-16; John 1-18. Amen. Halleluiah!
Amen.
“Hey, Jews with hearts of stone3)!”

אליכם ואשובה אלי שובו
Seid ihr, mit den steinharten Herzen Juden!
1

YEHOWAH has been spreading it since the beginning of
time. B.H.14-6.
2
Dan.11-38.
3
Ezek.2-4.
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Amen
I am the Defender of CRUCIFIED HEBREW GOD
YEHOWAH or Disprover of all 666 vicious
Christianities and satanic Judaism, Brother of the
Prophets and Friend of the Holy Angels and the most
high generalissimo of KING’S of the kings artillery
named Elijah!
XI
My message to the community of Jewish thinkers
Dear thinkers enlightening yourselves and others with
your light of death, and all Jews, listen carefully, try to
understand and stop rebelling!”

Hört, versteht und stemmt euch nicht mehr!
Hear, Heavens, and listen, Earth1), if you don’t put into
your hearts of stone and your brows of bronze this clear
Invitation to be immortal, which has been spread among
you (and among all mortal people) for 4000 years by the
President of the Immortal people, YEHOWAH will have
to put an eternal curse on you, satanic degenerates from
HIS first-born and immortal Son Israel2) according to Mal.
3-19,24; Dan.12-1,2 crying over you in this decisive battle
1
2

Is.1-1.
Or like beasts from the tribe of Dan.
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because nothing can make you abandon Satan. I advise
you to use the Eyesalve1) for your eyes that YEHOWAH
offers you in HIS B.H.2), then look at your history and you
will see that the prophecy about the advent of a Messiah
and not YEHOWAH HIMSELF is the very deadly trap
that Satan has been using for 4000 years to keep you from
coming back to YEHOWAH for enjoying free and
immortal life with HIM for never-ending eternity. The
idea of a messiah prevents you from understanding your
Holy Scriptures and from previous experience that the
GOD of Abraham and of all the Prophets persecuted3) by
you and NAMED YEHOWAH is a man, as Everlasting
and Immortal as Melchizedek4), and HE is the very GOD
of the living and not the dead. It is HE who is your KING,
FATHER, JUDGE, RABBI and LORD (ADONAI) or
THE MESSIAH5) and nobody else6). He stretches out HIS
Hands to you every day begging you to abandon Satan, all
his gold, talmudic nonsense and ludicrous7) prayers in
your synagogues, come back to HIM with utmost
devotion and give your lives to HIM decidedly without
any books and holy scriptures and HE will Hand you the
Law or even give you a new One by Word of HIS Holiest
1

Remedy for treating blindness to the truth.
B.H.3-18.
3
Including myself.
4
Hutuh in Chinese.
5
CHRIST in Greek.
6
Is.48-12.
7
Pagan or Christian ones.
2
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Mouth directly, and let HIM lead you to where HE wants
you to go1); in short, you must fully rely on YEHOWAH
like those 10 tribes that HE hid from Satan in Arsareth
700 years before HE incarnated HIMSELF in human
form.
You can talmudize, mumble and sing to the music in
your gorgeous synagogues for another 4000 years or get
to Palestine with your satanic Talmud and Christian
monotheism but YEHOWAH will not come back to you,
nor will HE show HIS FACE to satanic people if you
don’t give your lives to HIM, conversely HE will
exterminate you throughout the world and in Palestine
like HE wanted to do in Moses’ time. HE will establish
HIS Jerusalem Kingdom on the 144 000 Israelites of the
New Covenant and on the 10 Arsareth tribes for 1000
years. It is true. Amen.
XII
Commandment about Saturday for
defenders of YEHOWAH and those Jews, who
abandoned Satan and came back to YEHOWAH
“You can have 6 days for your work but the Saturday
must be dedicated to your GOD YEHOWAH2).” Those
who are able can do YEHOWAH’S Works all week long
and even day and night3). B.H.2-26; Is. 28-21; 29-23;
1

Even if you had to cross the Egyptian Sea again. Is.11-15,16.
Ex.20-9,10.
3
Ps.1-2.
2
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Jer.51-10; Ps. 90(89)-16. Basically, the Saturday must be
kept quiet, holy and clean. Ex.20-8.
The world talmudist interprets this Commandment in
the following way: “You can enjoy 7 days without
devoting a single minute to YEHOWAH.” That is, you
can cheat the gentiles in whatever way is possible for 6
days and on Saturday have fun, some beer and wine
saying, the Sabbath is good! The Sabbath is good! God
loves1) us for the Sabbath only and not for our works for
HIM.
YEHOWAH says, “I hate your Sabbaths2),” while the
smartest talmudist advises us to ignore HIS Words
thinking to ourselves, “HE can hate whatever HE wants as
long as we are happy.”
The most pious Jewish thinkers, as YEHOWAH is right
saying about Jews being the most obstinate, blind and
deaf people with hearts of stone, brows of bronze and
necks of iron, who have been failing to accept HIS Eternal
Truth and hear HIS Message for 4000 years killing all
HIS Messengers, you are unlikely to take this wonderful
News from HIM as the unbelievable Grace to the Jews
(and through them to the whole world) either. So, I should
warn you against keeping this DIVINE Grace from the
Jews so that at least one of a million will accept this Truth,
abandon Satan, come back to YEHOWAH, and fulfill
1
2

HE has been punishing you for 4000 years, hasn’t HE? M.Q.
Is.1-13,14.
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HIS Commands devotedly. HE will punish you for
rebelling against HIM like Dathan and Abiram and all
inhabitants of the Earth will put an eternal curse on you
for keeping the Universal Truth that no one can disprove
and that can make anyone who will accept it as immortal
as Elijah, Enoch, 144 000 Israelites of the New Covenant
and other faithful male and female friends of crucified
MANGOD YEHOWAH or JESUS CHRIST. It is true!
Amen.
XIII
Strictly commanding1) all charitable
committees established by Satan among the Jews
All and any Jewish committees: educational, sponsoring,
legislative or reformative and those founded by Oliphant,
Montefiore and Rothschild, anti-christian, antimohammedan and anti-buddhist alone with all
government Alliances (of an Israel), listen carefully to
what YEHOWAH says, “Satanic darkness2) has already
covered all nations and tribes.” Is.60-2; B.H.16-10.
Look at the whole world from a non-talmudic
perspective and you will see that YEHOWAH is telling
you the undeniable Truth, which will help you understand
HIS Command that you, Jews, must stop propagating
your 4000-year Jewish darkness of Satan and trying to
bring the Jews and all dark Christianities or the gentiles
covered by the very world darkness together.
1
2

Ps.7-2.
It means that you are covered by the darkness as well.
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Consequently, you must stop wasting your time taking
poor Jews to America, Africa and Palestine in order to
save them from death in the satanic darkness. You must
abandon your intention to hold a world council of overly
talmudic or satanic rabbis and angels from the abyss1)
with their satanic theologies, and fulfill the following
Commands with selfless devotion to YEHOWAH as soon
as possible:
1. Tell all Jews secretly that their kindest2) FATHER3),
Everlasting Hebrew YEHOWAH commanded that they
be informed that HE has started the last Battle against
Satan and against all satanic Christianities and nations4),
which will cause5) turbulence, disorders, disturbances,
bloodshed, explosions, arsons, heists, robbery,
embezzlement, exorbitant taxes, famine, pestilence,
various diseases and different theologies and
philosophical concepts with ongoing reforms of all areas;
in short, woe6) to all who dwell on the Earth and the sea
ever seen from the beginning of the world. All Jews7) will
face terrible persecution and massacre throughout the
1

B.H.11-7; 17-8.
At the same time, HE is quite hot-tempered. He punishes
severely and takes revenge on rebellious Jews to the fourth
generation.
3
Deut.14-1; Is.1-2; Mal.1-6; 2-10; Ex.4-22; Hos.11-1.
4
Everyone knows that HE considers the Jews to be satanic
people. B.H.2-9; 3-9.
5
It has already begun.
6
Even to earthly kings.
7
Even baptized Jews will face persecution and massacre.
2
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world. That’s why YEHOWAH, as their FAHTER, is
begging them stretching out HIS Hands to them to
abandon Satan as soon as possible, all crowds and
committees and join HIM in HIS Committee of Prophets’
brothers and Angels’ friends in order to avoid punishment
HE will inflict on all HIS enemies1).
2. So, after receiving this Command all Jews must get
together in their synagogues, kneel before YEHOWAH’S
NAME2) on the star and say the following prayer3):
“GOD of our Fathers: |4) Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Moses, Elijah | and all Holy Prophets | and our FATHER
YEHOWAH h`Yy | falling down before YOUR Holy

Feet | we thank YOU | from the bottom of our hearts | for
YOUR wonderful Messenger, | who proved to us clearly
and conclusively | making it possible for us to know |
YOU and YOUR old enemy | and who revealed to us an
incredible Secret | that YOU, the Everlasting Hebrew, |
our GOD and FATHER | came to Jerusalem | under the
NAME of JESUS CHRIST and was Crucified | and killed
by our fathers | like they killed | all YOUR Messengers, |
and who showed us plainly that | the 4 000 year awaited
advent of a Messiah to us, | and not YOU YOURSELF |

1

Mal.3-24; Ps.5-8; B.H.18-4.
Men should be bareheaded.
3
The Rabbi or chief should say this prayer slowly and loudly
so that the rest could repeat after him.
4
The rabbi should pause at the line.
2
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was Satan’s terrible plot1) to take us from YOU2) | and
arrange for us to be exterminated | like he did | the whole
tribe of Dan. After admitting this terrible mistake | made
by our fathers | and understanding YOUR Plan for ruling
the world | or what would happen to Israel, | to all nations |
and to the Earth | we swear to start observing | the ten
paragraphs and the Commandment about Saturday | as of
today | given through | YOUR Messenger Elijah | in his
Message | entitled “New Light from Jerusalem | to the two
tribes of Israel3).” | If YOU doubt | our promise | in view
of having been unfaithful to YOU for a long time | then
try testing us | like you did Abraham4) | and all those who
joined YOU. | We don’t know | if we will be able to
overcome Satan | but we tell YOU | that from now on | we
are ready | to suffer any ordeal | or die the same torturous
death like YOU YOURSELF did5), | if only YOU
YOURSELF lead us to where we should be | like YOU
hid our ten tribes | from Satan | leading them to Arsareth |
for one year and a half | with great wonders6). | We firmly
1

Satan deceived not only the Jews but also all nations through
his teaching about the advent of a Messiah, and based on
which he created the 666 Christianities.
2
He created Christianities in order to destroy you, the Sinai
Law of YEHOWAH and HIS Divine Kingdom in Jerusalem.
3
Or the Push.
4
Gen.22-1,12.
5
According to YOUR Words in the B.H. 3-21.
6
HE will PERSONALLY lead them out of Arsareth to
Damask city with great wonders, where the Russian Jews will
meet them.
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believe | that YOU will forgive those Jews their sins, |
who abandoned Satan | and joined YOU. | YOU will save
them | from death, | raise the dead, | make them as
immortal | as all our Holy forefathers | and lead them
through the twelve gates | into the city of Jerusalem, |
which will come down out of Heaven | on the New Earth.
| Amen” (then bow to YEHOWAH).
3. Then each of you (men and women) should kiss
YEHOWAH on the Star three times and offer sacrifices1)
to HIM for seven days; and rejoice2), kiss like brothers and
congratulate each other on such unexpected Mercy from
JESUS CHRIST, whom you have been dishonoring for so
many centuries, hated HIM provoking HIS wrath not
knowing that HE was the very Living GOD of the Holy
Prophets and Abraham’s GOD YEHOWAH3).
From that time on those Jews, who came to believe in
JESUS CHRIST, shall have neither poor, nor rich, nor
ordinary, nor officials, nor educated, nor illiterate, nor
talmudists, nor zaddiks, nor masters, nor rabbis4) and
consequently, nor synagogues, committees and Alliances
but you all should be equal brothers and sisters of One
FATHER, HEBREW GOD JESUS CRHIST or
1

Bloodless ones.
You can do it to music.
3
Let me tell you a great secret that HE will come to
Armageddon riding a white horse under a new NAME in order
to mislead Christians into declaring war against a Jew and not
against CHRIST.
4
Jer.31-33,34.
2
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YEHOWAH.
Do you hear Jewish millionaires? I do not think you
have heard this Message and you are unlikely to hear it;
since you hate this Command of YEHOWAH so much
that you would rather convert to a satanic faith and then
be thrown into the lake burning with brimstone if only
you could keep your gold and mammon pleasures of this
world.
In conclusion, I strictly command you in the five
NAMES of GOD:

YEHOWAH1).
JESUS2).
THEOLOGIAN3).
AMEN4).
SIG…DIS,

(HIS future NAME5))

to tell me decisively either hello, our friend Elijah, or
goodbye, our enemy Elijah!
Wake up, come to your senses and don’t make a
mistake as this mistake will bring an eternal curse on you!
Mal.3-24; Ps.5-7. Hallelujah to YOU. Amen.
1

Ex.6-1…3; 3-15; Is.42-8; Hos.12-6; B.H.22-6.
Savior, MESSIAH. Hos.13-4; B.H.22-16; Matt.1-24.
3
B.H.19-13.
4
B.H.3-14.
5
B.H.3-12; (Is.62-2; Harr.5-4; B.H.19-12).
2
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XIV
The essence of this wonderful
and life-giving Good News from my GOD
or
my reply to a Pilate’s question, what is the truth?
Hey, blind, deaf1) and physically alive but internally dead
people2) using biblical waters of death cunningly in order
to invent different true religions or all mortal talmudists,
theologians and sinless pastors of flocks covered by
darkness3) and dying among people with no purpose in
life, you should remember that purpose of every person
(both Jews and gentiles) on this planet is to achieve
immortality, and no one, nor even a true earthly nor
heavenly religion can do it but the Immortal Man
YEHOWAH. YEHOWAH grants immortality only to
those people, who will become HIS Friends and will join
HIM in the mortal fight against Satan, his religions and
teachings.
Hallelujah to YOU, Source of Immortality or
GOD of the Holy Prophets JESUS CHRIST! Amen.
XV
A cry to the four corners of the Earth:

1

Is.43-8; B.H.3-18.
B.H.3-1; Matt.8-22.
3
Is.60-2; B.H.16-10.
2
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Hey!
Hey!

Hey!
Hey!

“Blessed are those who will be present at Lamb’s
marriage1),” these are true Words of GOD and not mine
B.H.19-7, 9.
Abandon all faiths, gold, ranks, estate, relatives and
your earthly homelands so you would not miss the infinite
Feast because the door will be locked soon, when a certain
number of guests enter it, and whether you are a king, rich
man or the holiest and the most wonderworking mortal
person but the door to immortality will not be unlocked.
And the beast will come out from the abyss and start
killing all people indiscriminately. It is true! Amen.
Matt.25-10…12; Luke13-25; Rom.11-25; B.H.6-11; 11-7;
17-8; 13-1…9,15…17; Ps.83(82)-5,6. Amen.
He who wants to read another book (Universal Truth),
which utterly disproves all 666 Christianities and talmudic
Judaism and all other religions as well, should send me his
address and 5 postage stamps.

1

Infinite celebration of CRUCIFIED YEHOWAH.
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XVI
My advice to every rabbi, talmudist or lord
of satanic-jewish darkness, who has read this Book
The most pious Jewish thinkers, as YEHOWAH is right
saying about Jews being the most obstinate, blind and
deaf people with hearts of stone, brows of bronze and
necks of iron, who have been failing to accept HIS eternal
Truth and hear HIS Message for 4000 years, you are
unlikely to take this wonderful Good News from HIM as
the unbelievable Grace to the Jews (and through them to
the whole world) either. So, I should warn you against
keeping this DIVINE Grace from the Jews because at
least one of a million will accept the Truth, abandon
Satan, come back to YEHOWAH and start fulfilling his
Commands devotedly. HE will punish you for rebelling
against HIM like Dathan and Abiram and all inhabitants
of the Earth will put an eternal curse on you for keeping
this Universal Truth that no one can disprove and that
makes anyone, who will accept it, as immortal as Elijah,
Enoch, 144 000 Israelites of the New Covenant and other
faithful male and female friends of crucified MANGOD
YEHOWAH or JESUS CHRIST. It is true! Amen.
XVII
My response to all pastors, bishops or lords of satanicchristian darkness, who have read these two Books
The most pious and wonderworking thinkers in 666
Christianities, or physically alive but internally dead
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enlighteners spreading the light of death among the dead1),
if this Light of Life penetrates your dead hearts and
reanimates them then drop to your knees immediately and
looking up to the sky exclaim with joy, "Hurrah! Viva,
Hosanna and Hallelujah to YOU, Source of Immortality2),
our Friend and GOD3), CRUCIFED YEHOWAH!" Give
your vow to HIM shown in chapter XXIV afterwards.
Then go and start reviving other physically alive but
internally dead people of different faiths with HIS Light.
You can be sure that for this help to mortal people made
in HIS image4) HE will let you sit down with HIM on HIS
Throne5) and make you as luminous as heavenly stars6). If
satanic darkness in your hearts7) is so thick that even this
Universal Light cannot penetrate it, conversely inflames
fierce Christian bigotry inducing you to persecute people
revived by this Divine Light I advise that you commit
yourselves to Satan, and keep on completing your
iniquities of Christian inhumanity with selfless devotion
before rising against the LAMB HIMSELF, who was
tortured to death as well and became alive forever. B.H.11

B.H.3-1; Matt.8-22; Tim.3-6.
Deut.32-39; Luke 20-37, 38; Acts 20-8; John 5-21; Wis.113; 2-23, 24; B.H.1-18.
3
B.H.3-21.
4
Wis.7-14,27,28; Luke 12-4; John 15-14,15; B.H.3-20,21;
John 5-21; Rom.9-5; B.H.22-6,16; 1-18.
5
B.H.3-21.
6
Dan.12-3; Cor.15-41,42.
7
B.H.2-24.
2
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18; 3-21; 6-11;17-14;16-16; 18-24; Matt.23-32; B.H.2211.
XVIII
With YEHOWAH’S consent my message to every
Jewish newspaper and to Jews, who have become
friends of truth in whatever it could be found - that is,
educated at universities, and for this reason cursed by
320 rabbis and wonderworkers in Galicia
Dear gentlemen, educated editors and all those Jews, who
obtained moral characteristics of humans through
universal knowledge, it is no secret to educated people
that even though you seem to be committed to inhumane
Judaism1) but you are aware through universal
knowledge2), like all educated gentiles, that the Jewish
religion is as much an artful means to bring people under
control of the Jewish lords for cannon fodder, brutal and
inhumane games3) in the name of a creator of the Universe
Universe as that of gentile religions4). No doubt that after
reading these two Books you will joyfully thank
1

Everyone knows that Jews regard the gentiles as cattle and
not as people made in YEHOWAH’S image (Gen.9-6).
2
Academic sciences, especially geology, astronomy and world
history.
3
Recall the times when Judaic and Israelite kings Ahalia and
Ahaliba entertained themselves. Jer.23-4.
4
It is for this undeniable truth, which is according to
knowledge (Rom. 10-2), that all Jewish, Christian,
Mohammedan and Buddist wonderworkers of Satan curse
both you and us.
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ASHERAH YEHOWAH1) for confirming your scientific
truths, revealing the direct way to achieve immortality and
inviting the Jews to make the new Covenant with HIM.
So, you should fulfill the following Commands given by
HIM with joy:
1. Intelligent publishers of V....a must put the Push and the
Universal Truth together in one Book as soon as possible.
2. Print as many Russian copies as possible or at least up
to 1000 wonderful copies2) of the Book.
3. Send a copy of the Book to every editorial office of
Jewish newspapers and Jewish communities in Russia and
then to those throughout the world.
4. As printing and sending copies involve considerable
expense you should invite Jewish rich people, who will
hear YEHOWAH’S Message and abandon Satan, to
donate to do these divine Works, good for all people.
5. If none of rich people3) wants to get immortality then
both Jews, who will hear YEHOWAH’S Message, and
friends of any truth revealed on this planet should club
together.
6. If Satan prevents you from fulfilling this Command in
Russia then send this Book to Jews living abroad, for
1

ASHERAH is a person who knows all sciences and all
mysteries of nature not only of the Earth but also of all the
planets in the Solar System and of the Sun itself.
2
Like the most valuable Book in the world.
3
As it is difficult for rich people to abandon Satan, and it is
likely that none of them would want to help YEHOWAH in
this last Battle against Satan over Israel.
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example to Vienna, Iljinska organization.
7. After receiving the Book every editorial office or
organization should urgently translate it into a
comprehensible or spoken language of that country
leaving a note above the title that this valuable Book was
translated from the Russian language. Then make a lot of
copies and distribute them among all Jewish communities
and among all educated and sensible gentiles, and
especially among Mohammedans and Abyssinians.
In addition, I advise you, friends of any truth and
cursed by orthodox Jews, to look at this horrible world
from a humane or educated perspective based on
astronomy and other universal knowledge and not from
your Jewish inhumane one and you will see that all
disputes, conflicts, councils, curse, wars, riots and huge
disasters in all nations1) result solely from Jews (not
Israelites) having abandoned their GOD, Man
YEHOWAH, and coming under control of HIS old
enemy, man Satan, and adopting a satanic dogma that all
non-Jews2) are cattle. Consequently, there is no other
alternative but to exterminate all Jews (not Israelites) or
disprove their satanic dogma so that their hearts of stone3)
would soften under the New Covenant4) and get filled
with sincere and deliberate love (humanity) for all people,
and especially for YEHOWAH’S Friends, whom HE
1

Except for the Yazins who believe in Satan.
Even Enoch, Melchizedek, Job and Balaam.
3
Spirit or temperament.
4
Ezek.11-19; 36-26; 18-31; Jer.24-7.
2
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selects from all nations and tribes in order to establish
peace and world brotherhood made up of all peoples and
tribes. As soon as you make sure that God loves you it
will be easier for you to understand that YEHOWAH has
given this peace-giving News or the Universal Truth1) to
the world through me in order to bring unanimity, peace
and prosperity for 1000 years to all people without
exterminating the Jews. You will see that it is HE who
does these WORKS and not me; since neither magus
Cagliostro, nor Nostradamus, nor Swedenborg, nor
Balaam, who saw God, nor immortal Abraham could
unravel this great Mystery in the Universe. It is true!
Amen. Is.41-26; 42-9.
XIX
Constant reminder
Do not keep this Divine Invitation to become immortal
and prosperous from this mortal and disaster-ravaged
world, nor Jews from making the New Covenant with
HIM in order to avoid YEHOWAH’S fierce wrath and
curse by many millions of people during the second
resurrection or the global one! Change your brow-ofbronze way of thinking and accept the Universal Truth.
More importantly, help me persuade the Jews to
abandon Satan rather than push them to Satan with your
literature! Amen.

1

See the unbelievable news in the beginning.
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Friend who takes the Jews from Satan and brings
them back to YEHOWAH,

UZla

XX
My reply to a letter of a Jew, who
started recovering from talmudic death
Dear new friend of my GOD, CRUCIFIED YEHOWAH,
Sa..Bl..sina, judging by your words you have started to
recover from deadly Jewish sleep or stupor and bestial
habits resulting from the satanic Talmud. Still you don't
feel sure-footed on the life-giving ground of immortality.
Consequently, you don’t feel sincere love for the
Everlasting Hebrew or Abraham’s GOD and GOD of all
Holy Prophets JESUS CHRIST because your heart is
reproaching HIM for coming to Jerusalem under the new
NAME, the Greek one and not Jewish. I don’t blame you
for this as there were only five men1), who abandoned
Satan immediately and whatever satanic things they had
and joined HIM once they heard HIS Words. They gave
their lives2) to HIM without hesitation taking all HIS new
NAMES as the Holiest and Saving Ones no matter what
NAMES he used during HIS fight against Satan or maybe
since eternity. In other words they joined the Giver of
immortality having abandoned all satanic books to the last
one. That is, they came to the GOD of immortality
decisively without anything as if they had been reborn in
1
2

Two of them were Hebrews: Abraham and king Ezekiel.
Deut.6-5; Mark12-30.
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order to get everything new from HIM as HIS faithful
people, who have entered a new world. They changed
their names as YEHOWAH HIMSELF commanded
them. To speed up your spiritual rebirth I am sending you
two articles entitled “My advice to the lords of darkness.”
I believe that the Push can be distributed not only among
rabbis but also among high priests of different religions or
among all lords and masters of darkness in this mortal or
satanic world.
Let me know about the effect the articles will
have on your rebirth or abandoning Satan and his
friends 1), and would you please write and speak to me
in the language of the New Covenant, in which GOD
of Israel - JESUS CHRIST declared HIS New
Covenant with the Jews, and through whom HE gave
the Invitation to become immortal to the whole world,
namely in the Russian language. You should not worry
about your poor knowledge of Russian because I care
more about your meaning rather than about
grammatical accuracy. At the same time I want to warn
you against calling me by different honorable titles and
names for I am not that intelligent and strong, but
merely JESUS CHRIST'S instrument2). That's why you
should worship and give thanks for everything only to
HIM. Don't you hear that it is HE who has made me the
1

YEHOWAH or JESUS CHRIST tells about them in the
B.H.2-9; 3-9; 17-1; 9-20.
2
Or a machine.
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Center1) and Light? I could do nothing without HIM 2). I
take any praise I get from people and Angels as a
poison used by Satan to make me look down on other
friends of my GOD while I might be the least of them
before HIS Face and not deserving a single word of
praise. You should remember that JESUS CHRIST or
originally (since Moses) called YEHOWAH 3) is the
only Interpreter of human hearts and Giver of praises
and awards.
I also advise you to carefully think about the
following truth: a sincere friend of YEHOWAH is
supposed to become a sincere friend of MANGOD'S
male and female friends; since close friendship (and not
cunning4), selfish and for money) brings all souls and
hearts of friends into one soul and one heart5). So,
YEHOWAH'S or JESUS CHRIST'S friends must not
divide ethnically or divide into tribes, from which they
were selected to form HIS Society. That is, they must
not divide into Jews, Israelites, Greeks, Germans,
Frenchmen and Chinese etc.; for they all are friends
and brothers of their One Friend and FATHER JESUS
CHRIST or YEHOWAH or SHADDAI or ADONAI.
They should prevent any kind of division because Satan
destroys the earthly Kingdom of YEHOWAH through
1

Or salvation.
John 15-5.
3
HE was named SHADDAI before Moses.
4
Save us from the Evil One.
5
Acts 4-32.
2
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division. In view of your letter to me I also want to tell
you unbelievable news, "He who uses a general word
GOD, or who believes and swears in the name of an
unknown or chimerical Almighty God is Satan's servant
and not YEHOWAH'S one. If Jews call on God in this
way they are a crowd of Satan, and not people of
YEHOWAH. Why? It is you who should answer the
question because in your (Jewish) opinion it might be
untrue. I wonder how long it will take you to recover
from talmudic death. I know a Jew who has been
recovering from satanic or Jewish and Christian
madness1) for 40 years.
In conclusion, I am blessing you with both
NAMES of my GOD: the new one - JESUS CHRIST,
and the old one - YEHOWAH. At the same time, I beg
HIM to take you from Satan as soon as possible with
HIS Divine means and with power of HIS Wisdom!
I look forward to your reply in the hope of making
sincere and inseparable friends with you for neverending eternity under YEHOWAH! Amen.
XXI
A cry of a Jew persecuted by
Christians and suffering from hunger and cold
Brothers Jews or all lords of the satanic Jewish world2),
wearing gold and gems and having fun to orchestral music
1
2

Or they don’t know their GOD.
B.H.2-9; 3-9.
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and multiple fireworks would you like to love me as GOD
commanded us in HIS Sinai Law? Lev.19-18; Mark 1230; Gal.5-14.
A cry of a Christian mistreated and exploited by
Christians and suffering from hunger and cold
Brothers Christians or all lords of the dark Christian
world1), wearing gold and gems2) and having fun to
orchestral music and enjoying celebrations would you like
to love me as GOD commanded us in HIS Jerusalem
Commandment? John 13-34, 35; 15-12…14; 1John 3-23,
10-15, 16; 2-9…11; B.H.2-4; 3-9; 1Cor.13-1,8; Matt.5-22.
Response of all officials and rich
people of different religions to the appeals above
No, swindlers and lazybones, your rebellious and socialist
appeals won’t make us, noble and educated and enjoying
mammon pleasures of the world, change our way of life
and become friends with the poorest rabble in view of
MANGOD’S Commandments; since we don’t know a
single mortal who fulfilled or could fulfill them as the
issue, “who a king, prince, general, sir, landlord, rich man,
soldier, peasant or a slave, chimney sweep, kennel-keeper,
scoundrel, swine-herd3), pope, cardinal, patriarch,
metropolitan, bishop, archpriest, priest, deacon,
1

Is.60-2; B.H.16-10; 2Tim.5-6; B.H. 9-20, 21.
B.H.17-4.
3
Or a pastor of dogs. B.H. 22-15; 9-20,21.
2
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superintendent, pastor, rabbi and a holy wonderworker
shall take as his neighbor1)” has not been solved yet.
XXII
Protecting my GOD
YEHOWAH2) from this satanic blasphemy
Renowned theologians and talmudists or lords of satanic
darkness, barbarism, enslavement, bloodshed and other
sufferings I implore you in the NAME of my
CRUCIFIED GOD YEHOWAH and at the same time
strictly command you to tell the public at large that you
disagree with the response of rich men3) and officials to
the appeals above so that all kings, nations and tribes
(covered by satanic darkness) could finally come to
understanding of these peace-making Commands4) given
by KING of Kings and GOD of Gods5) and will put an
end to all self-interested faiths leading to death, schisms,
hatred, hostility, rebellions, murders, explosions, arsons,
embezzlement, enslavement, wars and other sufferings for
all who dwell on the earth and the sea for 1000 years, and
so that prophecies in Is.2-4; 11-6…9; 60-3; Mal.4-3;
B.H.20-4…7 would come true.

1

Truly, satanic people haven’t yet solved this issue.
B.H. 14-13; 2-3.
3
And with yours too.
4
Or Commandments.
5
Deut.10-17; B.H.19-6; 1-5; Ps. 135-2.
2
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XXIII
Exam for a person who wants to join
Brotherhood of Prophets’ brothers and
Angels’ friends or Society of immortal people
1st question: Do you want to get immortality without
dying like Enoch, Elijah and 144 000 Israelites of the New
Covenant or get it after death?
Answer: As our GOD hasn’t created death and
doesn’t want people to die it is quite natural that I hate
death as well. For this reason, I would want to get
immortality without dying like those people. But as HIS
faithful friends are destined to be persecuted and tortured
to death by vicious orthodox Christians and satanic Jews
according to HIS prophecy in the B.H. I submit my life to
HIS Will.
2nd question: Where do you think you want to live: in
Jerusalem, Europe, Asia, Africa, America or in Australia
or maybe you want YEHOWAH to take you to Heaven,
to another planet?
Answer: I fully rely on YEHOWAH’S Will only if I
always live with HIS and my friends even if I had to move
from one place to another or from one planet to another.
3rd question: Why don't you want to be an ascetic,
monk or a recluse?
Answer: Because the entire Sinai Law and especially
HIS new Commandment were given to us for social life
and not for secluded one so we could serve as an example
of God’s brotherly equality or love and holiness to others
or to satanic nations. Since a life in seclusion or a monkish
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life breeds selfness, egoism, self-love, self-salvation or
superstition rather than brotherly equality or close
friendship. For this reason our KING and FRIEND1)
cannot be among people living without brotherly equality
or friendship based on the New Commandment as it is not
HIS kingdom of equal friends living in peace but the one
made up of officials, ranks, classes, guilds, bomb-making
and the holiest priesthood, namely, the kingdom of
arrogance, conceit, avarice, cavaliers, officers,
commanders, sticks, whips, fists, cannons, swindlers,
embezzlement, bloodshed, inquisition and barbarism. In
short, it is the kingdom of vicious Christianity and satanic
Judaism. Being lonely in YEHOWAH’S ineffable
paradise was a torment even for immortal Adam; if you
do not have anyone to share your thoughts and emotions
with then paradise can turn into hell. Our GOD can live
only among people who keep friendly equality2); since
our GOD is friendly equality. Consequently, there is no
immortality without our GOD.
So, all loners or monks are mad animals because even
animals, if sane, live in groups, grow, reproduce and enjoy
life and nature with GOD’S Blessing.

1
2

Luke12-4; John 15-15; Wis.7-14,27,28; B.H.3-20,21.
B.H.3-20,21; John 4-8.
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XXIV
Advice for salvation and holy
Command from YEHOWAH’S Greatest
Messenger to a person who has read these Books
Son1) of man, deceived by the God of this world, if these
two Books persuaded you that MANGOD YEHOWAH
would grant immortality only to those, who will abandon
Satan, all his religions and crowds, join YEHOWAH and
HIS friends with sincere devotion and start fulfilling HIS
Commands and Works with joy and enthusiasm helping
HIM selflessly or fearlessly call on people to abandon
Satan, disprove all vicious Christianities and satanic
Judaism and being ready to die a torturous death, then go
to a secluded place2) immediately, drop to your knees and
falling down on your face before YEHOWAH’S NAME
on the Star say the following prayer: “THE
EVERLASTING IMMORTAL MAN, CRUCIFIED
HEBREW GOD YEHOWAH or JESUS CHRIST, falling
down on my face before YOUR Holiest Feet I, a
worthless person, beg YOU to put me on the list of
YOUR immortal people; and I swear to YOU that from
now on I will take only YOU as my GOD and Savior
from death and I promise to help YOU disprove all
vicious Christianities and satanic Judaism and establish
YOUR kingdom of the New Covenant, Peace, Freedom
and Prosperity among all nations and distribute YOUR
1
2

Or daughter.
Matt.6-6.
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Invitation to become immortal both among the Jews and
among the gentiles. I am ready to die the same torturous
death like YOU YOURSELF did if Satan persecutes me
fiercely. It is true! Amen.”
After this, try to visit me; if you cannot do it then
write me about yourself; also let me know when you
made a vow to YEHOWAH and your address. If you
cannot do the things above then wash with pure (running)
water, put on clean clothes and make an offering to
YEHOWAH, as generous as you can or with as much
love as you have for HIM. From that time on stop defiling
your soul and your body with any abomination, which is a
big obstacle in your way to immortality and similarity
between you and YEHOWAH - that is, do not eat animals
that YEHOWAH regards as defilement of the soul, do not
drink any alcoholic beverages (even beer), do not smoke
and do not snuff tobacco, do not swear, do not fornicate
and do not watch any immoral (theatrical) shows. In short,
try to be as Holy1) as GOD HIMSELF and our Friend
YEHOWAH is and follow the 10 paragraphs and the
Commandment about Saturday given in chapters IV and
XII.
If you are unmarried and cannot do without a wife
then choose a lady to your liking and enlighten her with
this DIVINE Truth2). Afterwards both of you should kneel
1

Lev.11-44…47; 19-2; 20-26; Ex.22-30;1Pet.1-15,10; 2Pet.29; 3-14; B.H.15-3; 3-21.
2
John 17-17,19; Heb. 2-11.
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before YEHOWAH’S NAME and exchange vows of
fidelity for your earthly life.
You should start your letter to me with the following
words: Great Defender of CRUCIFIED YEHOWAH
and dear Friend Elijah!
My address: Ilyn, 15 Pisarskaya st., Mitau city.
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